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This study was conducted willl the objective of finding out the state of strategic 

marketing practices of Pllarmaceutical manufacturers 'in Kenya. The focus of the 

study was on all the firms engaged in the manufacturing of pharmaceutical 

products. As at August 2000, twenty-five such firms were identified after 

consulting Kenya Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association. One of the identified 

firms no longer produce pharmaceuticals as they had changed to the 

manufacturing and import of medical equipment. Therefore, there were only 

twenty-four firms producing pharmaceutical and related products. Economic 

reforms introduced in Kenya and other African countries in mid 1980s brought a 

lot of changes in the business environment. The most significant outcome of 

, lib~ralization for pharmaceutical sector was the tremendous increase in 

competition from imported drugs. 

The study had two objectives: 

(a) To investigate the current strategic marketing practices of Pharmaceutical 

Manufacturers in Kenya. ~ 

(b) To establish the strategic responses of firms to the changes affecting the 

Pharmaceutical Industry. 

To achieve these objectives, a survey was conducted and primary data was 

coilected. The data was collected through personally administered 

questionnaires. This had both structured and unstructured questions. The 

respondents were the directors or the marketing/sales managers of the firms. 

Although all the firms were contacted personally, only eight en firms were 

succ ssfully in· rview d. 

h data was analyz using simp I d scr lptiv statistics. Th tudy foun that 

i l nvironm n 1 finns In th 

u n n h fng nf com 
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Changes in complexities led pharmaceutical manufacturers to adopt more market 

driven strategy approaches. There was a vast difference amongst the firms in 
~ ' 

this sector with respect to their size, resources and product mix. Many 

companies follow nlch mark t and market segmentation approach. The · firms 

were also doing mark ling planning. Although firms made changes in their 

marketing mix components, yet on promotion of their products they relied mainly 

on sales promotion and personal selling. Firms used less of other media and 

means of product promotion. In order to cope with environmental . challenges, 

the firms in this sector paid attention to the activities of their competitors. The 

firms were quite aware of the changes taking place within the industry and their 

markets. 

It may not be possible to draw general conclusions due to the enormous 

variation in the size and product mix of these companies as well as due to some 

other limitation of the study. Nevertheless the study provided some insight into 

~trategic marketing practices of the pharmaceutical manufacturers in Kenya. 



CHAPTER ONE: 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Back round 

There are certain chang s l11at are taking place in the environment continuously. 

These chang s llave become more complex and novel in the later half of the 

~entleth century and more precisely in the last three decades. No industry has 

remained isolated from the impact of certain · trends and events in the 

environment. In the pharmaceutical industry in Kenya, there are significant 

developments in the environment that are sending signals to firms to change in 

order to survive and stay competitive. Increasing complexities in the form of 

multiplicity of products, increased competition, realignment of forces on an 

economic front through key mergers in the industry have thrown up many 

c~allenges to pharmaceutical manufacturers in Kenya. However, the changes 

brought about by the environment have not affected the drug industry alone. 

This could be a true observation in other industries as well especially after the 

introduction of economic reforms in Kenya. 
UNIV[RSIT'Y or= w -R ., - NAIROFJy 
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The economic reforms were introduced in most developing countries (including 

Kenya) in the early 1980s through recommendations of the international 

organizations like the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. The 

World Bank report (1988), defines economic reforms as those reforms which 

span the full range of macro economic concerns as well as deal comprehensively 

Nith all parts of the public sector, central, state and local government. 

Most d veloping countries including Kenya and other African stat s are gen rally 

ch rae riz by low s andards of living, low I v I of productivity, high rat s of 

popula ion gro th, high and rising I v I of un mployrn nt and 1 nl 1can 

d on ul :ur 1 produ ion and primary f 

I pm n R , 199 ). 



There is a general tendency in many of them to rely on foreign aid to finance 

their development activities. 

~enya requires for lgn aid y t such aid has become increasingly conditional upon 

requirements s t by donor countries and agencies: In 1992 for instance, leading 

donors suspended n w aid to Kenya for six months (Financial Times,8, January 

1992). Again, in 1997 the international monetary fund (IMF) suspended the aid 

to Kenya citing bad governance and high level of corruption (market intelligence, 

page 2, August 2000). Although the aid was resumed on July 27, 2000, the 

resumption of such aid remained conditional upon Kenya making economic social 

and political reforms. 
' 

Economic reforms introduced in Kenya in early 1980s started affecting most 

companies in early 1990s when the implementation process was accelerated. 

The economic reforms touched several areas including the following: 

- Reduction in government spending 

- Abolition of price and market controls. 

Selective withdrawal of subsidies. 

- Privatization of state enterprises. 

- Tax reforms. 

- Reforms related to foreign exchange controls. 

- Reforming the financial sector. 

In the pharmaceutical industry the field has been dominated for long time by 

multlna icinals. The local manufacturing industry had a booming period in 

seventies and eighties w11en he government supported and prot cted the local 

Industry Y sou cing I r quir ment of drugs pr f rably from local manufa tur r 

nd by r ic lng h lrnpor a ion of locally produ abl drugs. 



In mid 80's, when the Kenyan government followed the policy of liberalization, 
I 

the market started undergoing transformation. With the relaxation in 

Government controls and r strictions like removal of foreign exchange allocation 
I 

license (FEAL) and Lib ral lm or l of foreign technology, the pharmaceutical 

industry ent red a n w pl1as . 

The post liberalization period saw the rapid growth of trading sector in the 

pharmaceutical industry. Many multinationals either directly or through local 

tr?Jding partners started their operations in Kenya. Today, around 300 

pharmaceutical companies are selling their products in Kenya. The opening up 

of the economy has led to intense competition. 

According to the Government of Kenya, (1994) owing to the acute need for good 

and cheaper medicines coupled with factors like free market economies and 

economic liberalization during the early 1980s, the supply of Pharmaceutical 

Pr,oducts/services began to grow faster than demand. The competition therefore, 

started increasing. Today, we are in a situation of hyper competition especially 

in regard to pharmaceutical products. We are in a situation where on one hand 

we have excess of some drugs available under different brand names and on the 

other hand, a shortage of direly needed affordable drugs for diseases like T.B, 

Malaria, Typhoid and HIV/AIDS. 

The other challenges which local manufacturers faces include the stringent 

quality control measures introduced by the neighboring coun ries, which 

r stri ed po to these markets, revolu ion in information technology, 

fr dom of pr ss and spr ad of educa ion have made consumer mor inform d 

ar d no vi g abl . Growing siz and s reng h of mul inational du to 

and m rg rs h v dd d n w dim nsions o h in f 

' I p oduc . 



The pharmaceutical industry is a business industry like any other and hence 

would only do well in a thriving economy. For the last few years this has not 

been the case. In a performing conomy, new companies come in to cater for 

the increased mark l and 11 nc they start and grow for sometime before 

attracting th chall ng s of comp tition from the bigger ones. In Kenya due to 

the stagnating conomy, any new company has to displace another · company's 

product from the shelf to get a space (Kopiyo, 1998). 

Pharmaceutical manufacturing is an important sector in the economy and is 

struggling today for its survival due to the intense competition, stagnant 

economy, and declining markets. Under this environment, local manufacturers 

have less room for ad hoc decisions. The arguments for building competitive 

advantage and creating niches have become compelling. The changing 

environment in Kenya calls for innovative marketing to face the challenges posed 

by the opening up of the economy and increasing global competition. The 

concept of evolving formal marketing strategies is now the likely answer. 

1.2 Environment and marketing 

Corporate executives in marketing continuously try to cope with environmental 

threats ·and opportunities. They carefully monitor and assess the changing 

market environment especially customer needs and desires, competitive actions, 

laws and regulations and other pertinent factors to evolve their own marketing 

5 rategles ( ajumder, 1996). 

S ra egic mar planning is the managerial process ha ntails analysis, 

formul ion and valuation of s rategies that would nable an organtza ion o 

11 9 als by d loping an main alnlng a rat g c 1 

o r ur vl a vi hr nd 



opportunities arising from its changing environment. The strategic market 

planning process focuses on three aspects: -

1) Where are we? I.e. an assessment of the marketing environment (situational 

analysis) 

2) How do we op rate? I. . identification of competitors and internal strengths 

and weaknesses; formulation and implementation of strategy. 

3) What are our results? This involves a detailed marketing activity reviewed 

with proper standar9s of performance. 

However, it has been seen that, caught in routine details of product 
' . . 

development, pricing, promotion, advertising and distribution, marketing 

executives often loose sight of the big picture. They lose their focus on the most 

vital questions - Where are we going? How are we doing? To stay competitive in 

the market each business has to develop its own response to such questions i.e. 

to develop its own strategy. 
U~IIVCR.SITY OF NA!ROH1 
Lowen v ·~r-·rr · 1\' y 

The eighties will remain significant in the economic history of the world since 

markets have undergone massive transforrr1'ation leading to a totally new 

economic order. Unprecedented shifts in the world's political and economic 

alignments have created a new geo-political order. The historic reunification of 

East and West Germany, division of the former USSR, new ideologies of socialist 

countries of East Europe etc., opening up of Chinese market, formation of 

various trade blocks like European Union (EU), Association of South East Asian 

Nations (ASEAN), Common Market for Eastern and Southern African Countries 

(COMESA), East African Union (EAU) etc. are some of the new trends noticeable 

in h world mar . Increasing pressure of International Monitory Fund (IMF) 

nd o h Trad Organizations like G n ral Agr m n on ariff nd rad 

(GAlT) and Unl ed a ion Con~ r nc on Tr nd D v lo1 m n (U AD) on 

co n ri for nomi r rom om of 11 



noticeable in world as well as regional markets with their impact on local market 

(Majumder, 1996). 

Kenyan manufactur rs ar facing lnt nse competltl,on at home and exports are 

also under scrutiny du to stringent quality restrictions by neighbouring 

countries. Mor over, th changing disease profile has led to shortages of certain 

drugs in the country while some others are in abundance. The business 

environment has been changing rapidly. This call for a shift in the marketing 

strategies of pharmaceutical firms. The new millennium is full of challenges to 

which Kenyan marketers must cope. The changed environment is calling for 

changes in the marketing activities of companies. · 

Uf\IIVER.SITY OF= "IAIROe . 
LOWER I<ALJf{l- I 1 ~ , ,.., t 

1.3 Importance of Strategic Marketing - t t-< 4P y 

According to Aaker (1988) the strategic approach to marketing has a number of 

advantages. It helps organisations orient themselves towards external factors 

such as consumers and competition. It makes them look beyond immediate 

issues, forcing them to have a long-term view of the world. It does also provide 

methods to help in strategic analysis and 8e~ision-making. It does result in 

specific actions that must be taken to attain the objectives and goals through 

avoiding threats and taking advantage of opportunities. 

Strategic marketing is also holistic in the sense that all elements of the marketing 

situation are interrelated including those strategic variables that one can control 

as well as the environs that one does not control. It also encourages flexible 

hinking due to demands of the environment, which is dynamic. Stra egic 

mark lng also ncourages proactiveness. This design for the futur involves, 

an iclpa ory analysis of the firms present mar e entri s, li ly environm n al 

d1 ng and actions th t hould r ul in n ial or po t1 n r 

m gi ffu . 



Studies conducted on the use of strategic marketing in Kenya are few, but they 

have endorsed the relevance of strategic marketing. Ouma (1988), studied 

relationships between the use of strategic marketing and bank performances in 

Kenya. She conclud d tt1at th use of strategic marketing positively influenced 

~ank performanc in K nya. Bett (1995) found that deliberate attempts are 

being made by the management of the dairy firms. to improve all the aspects of 

the marketing mix in order to remain competitive in the market. Aosa (1992), 

studied the strategy formulation and implementation by large private 

manufacturing firms in Kenya and found that with the increasing complexities in 

the environment, the local manufacturers sought ways of best surviving and 

remaining competitive. However, no specific study has been undertaken on the 

marketing practices followed by pharmaceutical companies in Kenya and their 
I 

strategic responses to the environment. The current study shall investigate the 

application of strategic marketing by local pharmaceutical manufacturing firms 

and their strategic respo11ses to the environment. 

UNIVF:Ps:rry nr= 
LO~ F:R 1" - . • ,.., • - ~ I 
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1.4 Statement of the problem 

The world of trade and commerce is increasingly developing into a competitive 

global market place and the pharmaceutical industry is no exception. The 

concept of free mark t conomy 11as led to the uncontrolled influx of 

pharmaceutical products Into K nya. By end June 2000, close to 13000 drugs 

from more than 300 companies both local and foreign had applied for 

registration and probably are to be found in the market. In addition to these 

products there are numerous borderline substances such as diagnostics, herbal 

preparations, vitamin supplements, food supplements, tonics, mineral 

supplements, surgical dressings, gloves, syringes etc classified as pharmaceutical 

products but are usually not regulated. In this vast range of products, many are 

different from others only by their name or packaging but are therapeutically 

equivalent. This has intensified the competition. Moreover there have been 

rapid and significant changes in the global industry including mergers and 

acquisitions of several pharmaceutical giants, increased competition, growing 

generic industry and severe recession in leading world economies. These 

change~ have made the environment very turbulent and challenging . 

.. . 

Inspite of the importance and major change undergone by the industry, no study 

has been undertaken to find out that how the local pharmaceutical industry is 

coping with intense competition and other external environmental changes. We 

therefore, do not know how pharmaceutical companies are responding to these 

external environmental changes. This study sets out to investigate the current 

strategic marketing practices of pharmaceutical rpanufacturers in Kenya and to 
I 

establish how these firms are responding to the environmental changes. 

' 



1.5. Objectives of the study 

The objectives of this study were two fold: 

(a) To investigate the curr nt strat glc marketing practices of Pharmaceutical 

Manufactur rs in K nya. 

(b) To establish U1 str l glc r sponses of firms to the changes affecting the 
' 

Pharmaceutical Industry. 

1.6 Importance of the study 

The changes we have seen in our environment in the last two decades have put 

more challenges to marketer than ever before. The changes which are more 

peculiar to pharmaceutical industry are the reduced government spending on 

health from US$ 9.50 in 1980/81 to US$ 4.95 per capita in 1999, increased 

importation of finished medicines both branded as well as generics, increased 

pressure on the price from middle and lower income groups and declining 

exports of drugs to the neighboring countries. All these factors call for a 

dramatic shift in the marketing strategies of local manufacturers. The research 

shall try to establish how local manufacturers of pharmaceuticals are coping with 
... 

the changing environment. The research wilr address the importance of strategic 

planning and marketing in the pharmaceutical sector. 

The pharmaceutical is an important sector for the economy as well as the 

society. The study is of importance to: 

i. All Kenyans who are unwillingly the customers of this industry (patients). 

ii. The Ministry of Health, to understand the operation and difficulties of the 

industry and also as a buyer of the industry products. 

iii. To the NGOs and other institutional buyers who are the big cus omers of 

this Industry 

iv. Th ou com of th s udy in th fo m of incr as tnforma ion and 

r I van sugg tlons may us ful for h I c I m nufa ur r . 



v. To the scholars, the study can form the basis for further research in the 

area of pharmaceuticals. 



1'.7. Structure of the project 

Chapter One: Introduction 

This introductory chapt r provides the background information on the 

pharmac ullcal Industry in K nya and also some definitions including strategic 

marketing. It also contains the research problem, the objectives, the importance 

and scope of the study. 

Chapter two: Literature review 

This covers literature review on the general development of the pharmaceutical 

industry in Kenya. This chapter also reviews the literature on the subject of 

strategic marketing, strategic management, Strategic marketing process and 

Environmental changes influence marketing mix. 

Chapter three: Research Methodology 

This chapter contains details about the population and the sampling frame, 

sampling procedure and the sample size and the data collection process 

Chapter four: Results and Discussion 

This chapter covers data analysis and research findings 

Chapter five: Summary and Conclusions 

Summary, conclusions and limitations of the study are presented here. It also 

contains suggestions for further research. 



2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Pharmaceutical Indust scenario 

In the latter half of th 201
h C ntury and more precisely in the last three 

decades, no Industry 11as 1 mained isolated from the impact of certain trends 

an<;l events in th nvimnment. They were, increased competition, population 

shifts, an aging society (western world) information technology, ·computer 

revolution, success of free market economies, fall of soviet block, formation of 

new global as well as regional trading blocks e.g. Trade Related Aspects of 

Intellectual Property Rights (TRISP), Common Market for Eastern and Southern 

African Countries (COMESA), East African Union (EAU) etc and increasing voice 

of developing countries through various UN organs (Majumder, 1996). 

The pharmaceutical Industry also has undergone a tremendous change over the 

years. Globally, the real growth and prominence of Pharmaceutical Industry 

started after the Second World War. The post war period in the pharmaceutical 

industry can be characterised in the following way. 

From 1945 to 1960. A steady positive development based on research, 

acceptable world wide patent Protection and a mild climate of government 

regulations. Research of a new molecule was the major factor to generate 

revenue 'and to attain competitive advantage. Development of new molecules 

was the making or breaking factor for most pharmaceutical companies. Aspirin 

by Bayer, Tetracycline by Pfizer, Ampicillin by Beecham, Tagamet by SmithKiine 

w re few mol cules which overnight changed the position of companies. Many 

mol cules dev loped were he major breakthrough in providing cur or 

(Juc er, 1980). 

rom 1960- m n of n m I ul 11 I I h ly 

1 n ll 



alternatives or better versions of some existing treatment lines. The government 

regulations by way of increased safety standards after Thalidomide disaster 

became quite stringent. Pat nt erosions were reported in some countries. 

burlng this p rlod th o of pharmaceutical research and development had 

gone high. For xampl , in th US Pharmaceutical Industry the cost of research 

and development had Increased from US$100M in 1956 to US$1300M in 1977. 

From 1970 to 1977 these costs doubled while the rate of new introduction per 

year had fallen to less than half (Jucker, 1980). · 

After 1980, the Industry has undergone major changes, while the rate of 

development of new molecules has further gone down, the cost and the time 

taken to develop and introduce a new drug has increased. Whereas it took 3 to 5 

years in developing a molecule in 60s, now it takes around 12 years. Moreover 

the cost of developing a molecule and to bring it in the market can be as high as 

US$300 million (Johnson, 1996). 

In the past, you had 6-7 years lead on your nearest competitor but now because 

of improved chemistry and computer generation of analogues, lead time has 

come .down to 18 months. So the time you have to establish your product as a 

brand, before the arrival of a similar product as an alternative has reduced 

drastically. The chances of success of research have also diminished, as only 1 to 

4% of the products see the market the rest are rejected at pre clinical stage or 

before marketing. Even those, which are marketed, 60% fail to achieve 

sufficient sales to justify their Research and Development expenditures (Johnson, 

1996). 

Gov rnm n of many d v loping countri s although ace p d o h r at n 

o ace p drugs and pharma u I I at n for 

I h. In Afrt , In 976 n an 

on dru nd p' rn r 



colonies do have the strong patent protection including Kenya. In 1972, Ghana 

enacted that patents relevant to pharmaceuticals may not be registered (Jucker, 

1980). Before the enforcement of Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPS) agr m nt, up to 50 countries did not grant patents for 
I 

pharmaceuticals (Corr , 2000). 

Another factor aff cting industry is the development of Generics. A generic 

product is a product manufactured by another manufacturer after the patent 

expiry. They normally are at the bottom of the market, not backed by 

manufacturers quality control and information backup. They mainly rely on the 

information base erected by the original manufacturer. This has further 

intensified the competition in the industry not only inter molecule but even intra 

molecule (Johnson, 1996). 

These developments have created a situation of narrow margins due to rising 

cost of drug development and increased competition. This has led some of the 

companies to pool their resources either through acquisitions and mergers or 

through alliances. Some of the major mer-gers/acquisitions of the last decade 

include; UMtt;r-, 

Ciba Geigy merging with Sandoz to form Novartis 
1 

"" R~~Y- oro tv 

Hoechst with Marion Roussel to form Hoechst Marion Roussel t: J 1 •
41

ROEJ; 

Hoechst Marion Roussel with Rhone Poulenc to form Aventis 

Astra with Zeneca to form Astra Zeneca 

Sanofi with Synthelabo to form SanofirvS nthelabo 

Pfizer acquired Warner Lambert. 

SmlthKiine B cham merged with Glaxo Wellcome o form Glaxo Smith Kline 

Vat 0U cons ints no nl rgin tht I lh 

com par to oth no 

h R um on ( 0 ) I cl 



INDUSTRY MEDIAN RANK ROA% INDUSTRY MEDIAN RANK ROA% 

1. Pharmaceutica ls 12.3 12. Tobacco 3.0 

2. Beverages 5.1 13.Computers, Office Equipment 2.5 
3. Telecommunications 4.9 14.Chemicals 2.4 
4'. Soaps, Cosm tics 4.8 15.Maii,Pkg.,and Freight Delivery 2.1 

5. Food 4.7 16.Eiectronics,Eiectrical 2.1 
Equipment 

6. Specialist Retailers 4.4 17.Forest and Paper Products 2.0 
7. Aerospace 4.0 18. Wholesalers 2.0 
8. Scientific,PI1oto,Control 3.7 19. General Merchandisers 1.7 

Equipment 
9. Food and Drug Stores 3.6 20. Motor Vehicles and Parts 1.6 
10. Publishing, Printing 3.4 
11. Petroleum Refining 3.1 

The Global 500 Median 1.2 

Source: Adapted from Fortune, "It was a banner year for profits". (August ih, 

1995). 

2.2 Local Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Industry 

The colonial government in Kenya had no major commitment on the healthcare 

of its citizens. However, after independence--on 12th December 1963, the Kenya 

Government promised free healthcare to all Kenyans. This led to a rapid 

expansion of healthcare and related activities. For example, Health infrastructure 

in the form of hospitals increased from 56 at the time of independence to 218 by 

end 1999 (out of which 50% run by government). Rural health facilities 

provided by the government increased from 60 to current 460, which is 80% of 

th country's 575 health centers. Government invested heavily in the training of 

heal h p rsonnel, lik doctors, dentis , pharmacists, nurses and param dical 

staff (Governmen of K nya, 1999). 

Go rnm n 's purchas s of drugs and o h r pha~m c utica! produ 

r m nd usly. In h 70's, h gov mrn nt lon v pur h sing 70°/0 o h 

un ' o I con ump ion of ph rn c u i als. 



The local pharmaceutical industry before independence was small and was 

largely confined to traders of imported branded drugs. There were only one or 

two manufacturing units run by Individual entrepreneurs and were working at a 

,very small sea l . In r ly 60's, companies like Boots Pharmaceutical, Sterling 

health, Wellcom laboratories and Elys pharmaceutical started on a large scale. 

Glaxo establisl1ed its manufacturing unit after independence in 1964. 

Owing to increased and secured demand by the government, the local 

pharmaceutical industry had a booming period from late 1960's till late 1980s. 

In mid seventies, the government brought in a new policy of protecting local 

manufacturers by stopping importation of various basic drugs like Paracetamol, 

Aspirin, Ampicillin, Amoxicillin and many others. Moreover, local manufacturers 

were influential enough to restrict the government from the importation of drugs 

produced locally by them. This brought a rapid growth in the Pharmaceutical 

manufacturing sector. The Number of local manufacturing units increased rapidly 

by the late 80's; there were around 30 pharmaceutical manufacturing companies 

in Kenya, a few of which were multinationals (bdiambo, 1999). 

Consequent to the government's supportive and protective policies, there was 

hardly any competition and it was merely a seller's market. The task of 

managers was basically confined to the management of inputs of the business 

like, registering the product with Ministry, identifying the .source of raw material, 

acquiring and installing some workable technology and at best making 

arrangements for applying and securing governmen tenders or delivering the 

produ to o h r distnbu ion poin s. he compani s w re rar ly cone rn d abou 

mar lng h lr ou pu . Lit I effo s w r sp n on ar as lik rop r u om r 

ld n ifica ion, ch lc of Ia t chnolo y, qu li y rn n rn n , 
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situation before 80's did not warrant formulating proper and aggressive 

marketing strategies. 

Historically, the K nyans boll1 in private and government sector were using 

branded products, mos ly prot cted through patent. The local manufacturers 

' 

were producing only those generics where the patents had expired. The price 

base of these generics was derived from the brands (60% to 80% of the brand 

price). Although these prices were lower as compared to the original brands, but 

due to the little competition, were still very high compared to the prices of 

generics from some low cost countries e.g., India, Brazil, Thailand etc. (Ouma, 

2000). This has resulted in making Kenya a high price market for 

Pharmaceuticals. According to Myhr (2000), East Afric~ns sometimes pay more 

than twice what Europeans pay for many essential medicines. 

In mid 80's, when the Kenyan government followed the policy of liberalization, as 

a measure of economic reform, the market started undergoing transformation. 

With the relaxation in Government controls and restrictions like, removal of 

foreign exchange allocation license (FEAL)""' and Liberal import of foreign 

technology, the pharmaceutical industry entered a new phase. 

The post liberalization period saw the rapid growth of trading sector in the 

pharmaceutical industry. Many multinationals either directly or through local 

trading partners started their operations in Kenya. Today, around 300 

pharmaceutical companies are selling their products in Kenya. The opening up 

of the economy has led to intense comp tition. As mentioned arli r, th 

Kenyan mar e being high price market is most Iuera iv o low cos 

m nufa ur rs from count ies like India, China, Egyp and v n from uro1 

in o incr as influ of lo P ic from various r 



The pharmaceutical business in Kenya can be categorized as follow: -

1. Manufacturing companies 

The companies importing raw material and manufacturing finished products, 

which they mark t and s II In K nya and neighboring countries. 

2. Multinational 

The companl s Importing the finished research products in the country. While 

some of the multinationals are undertaking all marketing functions to themselves 

including product, pricing, promotion and distribution, others have left the 

distribution for local agents. 

3, Kenyan agents 
' 

The local firms importing and marketing the products on franchise arrangement 

with foreign manufacturers. 

4, Local traders 

The local firms engaged only in distribution. 

Alternative medicines: when we talk about healthcare it is pertinent to talk 

about traditional herbal medicines. Herbal medicine is a worldwide practice that 

has preoccupied mankind in his evolution. It is estimated by World Health 

Organization (WHO) that 70-90% of Africa's--rural population still relies on herbal 

medicine to meet totally or partially its health needs. Indeed herbal medicine is 

recognized by WHO as an essential building block for primary healthcare. Before 

th~ introduction of conventional medicine at the turn of the Nineteenth century, 

traditional practitioners were the only medical practitioners in Kenya. Even today, 

there is one traditional doctor to approximately 500 people as opposed to one 

conventional doctor to about 40,000. However, many a great families whose 

progeni ors were versed in herbalism have lost the invaluabl h ri ag owing 

pa ly to lac of adequate records, security Christianity, w st rn u ion and 

colonialism. A h mon nt a larg numb r of nyans irr 1 ral 

tml group or r liglon, r ularly u tradttion 1 h r 
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For the purpose of our study we shall only confine to the pharmaceutical industry 

and to the category one of the above classification i.e. pharmaceutical 

manufacturers in Kenya. 

The local pharrnac ullcal Industry as far as manufacturing is concerned, started 

In early 60s. Th pioneer manufacturers were the companies like Boots 

Pharmaceutical, Sterling Winthrop, Wellcome Laboratories, Elys Chemicals. 

Glaxo Pharmaceutical put up its manufacturing unit in 1964. Notwithstanding the 

stiff competition few of the manufacturers closed down. Today there are around 

24 small and big manufacturers of pharmaceuticals in Kenya. 

Although the growth of manufacturing was rapid and mainly occurred in the 

period of 60's to 80's, the trading companies have grown mostly after the 

liberalization. By end 1999, there are around 65 pharmaceutical Importing and 

Marketing companies, importing a wide range of Pharmaceutical products from 

all corners of the world. The heavy influx of imported pharmaceuticals after 

liberalization has intensified the competition in the local market. Majority of the 

imported finished pharmaceuticals in Kenya are the substitutes of local industry 

output. Preferential treatment and protection from foreign competition provided 

to the domestic industry prior to liberalization led to some incompetence's in the 

in9ustry. Manufacturers are now having difficulty in facing hardships to compete 

with imported stuff. 

Odhiambo ( 1999) has brought up a serious concern abou the quality of 

Pharmaceuticals imported and produced in Kenya. The local pharmaceutical 

manufacturing industry is passing through a tough tim du 

competi ion from impo ed cheap drugs n the hom mar and d clinmg 

po du o th tring n quality control lmpo by th 

v n hough orn of tho do no h v r o n I 

m nuf urln In u ry. o 



manufacturer comply with the World Health Organization (WHO) 

recommendations popularly referred as Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP). 

The WHO guldelin s hav b n Implemented by countries with objectives of 

providing a compr 11 nsiv system of quality assurance. The guidelines 

recomm nd a r liabl lie nsing system, independent analysis of finished product 

as well as an assurance obtained through independent inspection that all 

manufacturing operations are carried out in conformity of accepted norms 

r~ferred to popularly as GMP. It is not easy to ascertain the number of countries 

that seriously follow these guidelines. By 1990 only 23 countries had come up 

with their own national GMPs: 48 other countries profess to comply with regional 

GMPs;(e.g. ASEAN, EU), while 34 countries claim to follow WHO-GMP guidelines. 

Kenya up to today has not come up with its GMP regulations and neither adopted 

the WHO-GMP guidelines. This seriously offset the quality rating of Kenyan 

manufactured products in the international market including neighboring 

countries. 

2.3 Kenva National Drug Policy ,. 

Kenya National Drug policy (KNDP), formulated in 1993 and formally adopted 

towards the end of 1994 recognizes the role of private sector and especially the 

loGal manufacturing sector in Kenya. 

The laid down goals and objectives of the KNDP are: -

To ensure the constant availability of safe, efficacious, high quality and cost

effective pharmaceutical products for the purposes of prevention, diagnosis and 

tr atm nt of diseases in the Kenyan Population. 

s DP 
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b) To provide drugs through the government, private, and non-government 
I 

sectors at affordable prices. 
I 

c) To facilitate rational use of drugs through sound prescribing, good dispensing 

practices, and approprlat usage. 
~ 

. 

d) To ensur that t11 quality of drugs manufactured in Kenya and those 

imported into Kenya m et internationally accepted quality standards. 

e) To encourage self-sufficiency through local manufacture of drugs for 

consumption and export. 

f) To ensure that the provision of drugs for veterinary services is consistent with 

this Policy. 

Kopiyo (1998) points out some common problems faced by the Industry, they 

are:-

Raw material sources- all pharmaceutical raw materials used locally are 

imported. This introduces two problems. One is the timing and the other would 

be the minimum quantity. The problem of timing means that there is always a 

schedule of importation or large quantities-- are imported at once to last a long 

time e.g. 3 months, six months or even one year depending on the company. If 

the quantities are increased then the problem becomes the level of financial 

commitment. Both factors would make the process expensive. 

Packaging material - The packaging material is not only expensive, it also 

attract duty which has to be paid in advance hence the level of financial 

commitmen becomes very high. 

li rali a ion o 11 

onomy 
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used locally is imported and to make it worse all the packaging material attract 

duty. All these factors put together means that c;1n overseas supplier selling his 

' 

medicines in Kenya will always have an advantage as all the mentioned factors 

favor him. Take for example; importation of a container load of labeled water 

( or~inary tap water) into th country would cost at least 30% less than if you 

were to Import same number of bottles empty. ·This means that even if you 

leave out the other factors like operational costs, the cost of money and cost of 

raw material/transportation, the value of imports (finished goods) will always be 

lower. This means that the local manufacturer will always face an uphill task 

when competing with these imports. 

. 
2.4 Marketing 
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Marketing is defined as "A social and managerial process by which, individuals 

and groups obtain what they need and want through creating and exchanging 

products and services of value with each other" (Kotler (1995, p.6). Many think 

marketing is just selling and promotion, it is not, it is a much more complex 

process. Marketing touches all aspects of our lives with enormous influence. 

What we drive, the appliances we use in our homes, the way we dress, eat or 

think is greatly influenced by marketing activities. The marketing system has 

brought an improvement in our quality of life. With the revolutionary innovations 

in the information technology, the role and impact of marketing and more so of 

strategic marketing cannot be underestimated, as it shall bring with it awe

inspiring problems and opportunities. The subject of marketing is attracting 

increasing attention from companies, institutions and nations. 

According to Drucker (1973, P.64) "Marketing is so basic that it cannot 

considered a separate function. It is th who! busin s n from th point of 

vi w of I final results, · ha is, from the cus om r's poln of vi w......... usn s 

s is no d rmln by h roduct ut Y h cus om r ." 11 d mi l n 



looks at marketing from the customer's point of view, which means, business 

needs to be customer oriented and driven. 

The study adopts th d nnition of marketing approved in 1985 by the American 

M,arketing association, "Marketing is the process . of planning and executing the 

conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of ideas, goods and services to 

create exchanges that satisfy individual and organizational objectives (Kotler, 

1995, P.13). This recognizes that marketing management is a process involving 

analysis, planning, implementation and control. It covers goods, services and 

ideas. It rests on notion of exchange and the fact is to produce satisfaction for 

the parties involved. Levitt (1960) advanced the thesis that market definition of 

a business is superior to product definition. He argued that business must be 

viewed as a customer satisfying process not a goods producing process. The 

business should be defined in terms of three dimensions: The customer group 

that will be served, the customer's need that will be met and the technology that 

will satisfy these needs (Abell, 1990). 

Although customer orientation is a must,. 15ut the objective of any business 

cannot only be to achieve satisfaction, but to maintain it i.e. to retain the 

customer which shall require the firms to adopt general management 

responsibility of embracing environment to identify changing needs and tastes of 

customers, emerging challenges of competition and product technologies. This 

draws attention towards strategic marketing. 



2.5 Strategic marketing 

Strategic marketing brings in the concept of strategy and its use in marketing 

activities. In a study on strat gic practice of manuf~Kturing companies in Kenya, 

Aosa (1992), found that companies had made a shift towards being market 

driven in their strategies. This shift was in response to increasing complexity i.e. 

in~reasing competition, environmental turbulen_ces, products produced and 

markets served. Looking into the drastic changes in pharmaceutical industry, it 

is appropriate that the local manufacturers in this industry adapt to strategic 

marketing to ensure their long-term survival. 

The study shall dwell on the concept of strategic marketing to mean, "Managing 

a business unit to anticipate and respond to changes that affect the market place 

' 

so that decisions are made today that allow the business unit to be ready for 

tomorrow as to avoid threats and take advantage of opportunities" (Cohen, 

1986, P.21) UNIVr=Rsrrv F NA R0l1.4 
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According to Aaker (1988) strategic market~management is a system designed to 

help management make strategic decisions as well as create strategic visions: 

where a strategic decision involves the creation, change or retention of strategy, 

a strategic vision is a vision of a future strategy or set of strategies. Aaker (1988) 

has given a general overview of strategic marketing in terms of the activities that 

are needed. These activities include a logical sequential process involving 

external analysis and self-analysis by a firm. The external analysis involves the 

analysis of customer competition, market and the environment. After external 

analysis and self-analysis are completed, the mission and strategic options ar 

then detail d and the optimal ones s lee ed. Finally th or r a ing plan and 

s ra gy r vi w programme ar 

plan upda 
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Johnson and Scholes (1999), have noted that, "environment uncertainty 
increases the more that environmental conditions are dynamic or the more they 
are complex." Pharmaceutical Industry in a complex situation faces an 
environment, difficult to comprehend. More and more sophisticated production 

' 
technologies and mor~ innovative means of marketing further increases the 
·uncertainty. This requires a comprehensive analysis, whereby different parts of 
the organization responsible for different aspects of diversity are separate, and ~ . 
are given the resources and authority to handle their own part of the 
environment. 

With changes in the environment, firms are expected to define their markets so 
that they can come up with strategies relevant to it. Defining the company's 
market is the starting point of any strategy making process. In designing their 
marketing strategies, the firms in the pharmaceutical sector, ought to define 
their markets as well. All the firms should understand the structure of the 
pharmaceutical industry and the trends in it, in order to best position themselves 
within the industry. 

Due to the intense competition in the industry, organizations must take into 
account the competitive activities. Competition may come from firms present in 
the industry, others who may enter both in manufacturing as well as trading 
sector, from substitute products, the bargaining power of suppliers can be a 
major force as most of the raw material comes from overseas suppliers and 
changing the suppliers in the short run maybe difficult. The bargaining power of 
buyers in pharmaceutical sector can be a major challenge, due to intense 
competition. The knowledge of these underlying sources of competitive pr ssur 
highligh h en IGal str ngths und w akn ggag of U ~ c mp ~ ( eft f, 19 0). 
F1rms n nd It our s of comp iltv advantag 
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position themselves in the market. Relevant changes in the product, price, place 

and promotion strategies should be undertaken to make the firm cope with 

increasing competition. 

2.6 Environment and marketing 

With changes in the environment the following strategic moves in the 

conventional 4P's of Marketing have been seen. 

The product 

Product has always remained the key component of Marketing Mix. The demand 

can be influenced by making the product appropriate, attractive and easily 
' 

available to target consumers. 

Increased competition and faster diffusion has resulted in the shortening of 

product life cycles. Because of enorm0us costs and risks involved, new product 

launches are infrequent and are more thor6ughly planned. In the generic 

market, which is more relevant for Kenyan manufacturer's context, the product 

(chemical compound) in most cases is already well known. It is the generic 

version that is new. Among generics of the same compound, the price and the 

packaging are the major tools of product differentiation. Packaging has also 

become quite important means to influence customer's perception of the quality. 

Usage of new packaging materials and technology may result in an increase in 

the shelf life of many products and shall prevent leakages (Majumder,1996). 

n,e rice . 
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people and especially with commodity type of products, p·rice has remained the 

major determinant of buyer choice. 

In Pharmaceutica l I ndustry and more so in generic product market, there is little 
I 

differentiation in the product with same chemical composition. Traditionally, 

Kenyan Pharmaceutica l products have remained high priced; therefore, with the 

increasing competition from low cost sources like India and China, the prices 

have become the most vibrant tool of competitive strategy. To gain long-term 

competitiveness the local manufacturers must control costs. Other price related 

issues such as trade discounts, allowances, payment terms, should be carefully 

considered. 

Kenyan consumers are gradually becoming more quality conscious and today 

many are willing to pay higher price for better quality, consequently we will find 

that most companies will choose niche strategies to serve some specific areas of 

the market, i.e. they will make price quality trade off to choose their consumers. 

The Place or distribution 

Distribution decision or the decisions about marketing channels is a major 

decision as it is difficult to change these routes in the short run. Physica l 

distribution of goods is concerned with transportation, storage, materia l 

handling, inventory control, distribution related communications and data 

processing. 

In pharmaceutical industry, the goods can on ly be dispensed through licensed 

pharmacies or clinics. With increasing competition and product multiplicity 

(s veral generic copies of the same produc ), to mak the produc available in 

h pharmaci i Is an importan but dif 1cul task for any mark t r. Compani s 

Will hav o cop h upcoming rur 1 mark ts 
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redistribution centers in these areas e.g. Machakos, Karatina, Nyeri, Embu, 

Kitale, Kisii, Kericho etc. 

The p[QJllOtion 
' 

Modern marketing ca lls for more than developing a good product, pncmg it 
' 

attractively and making it accessible to target customers. Companies must also 

. communicate with their present and potential customers. The most important 

c6mmunication mix includes, advertising, direct marketing, sales promotion, 

personal selling, public relations and publicity (Kotler, 1995). 

In Kenya, Media reach is expected-to increase tremendously; advertising will play 

an increasingly important role in Marketing. However, it is restricted by the 

government to advertise pharmaceutical products on mass media (other than for 

."over the counter" drugs), therefore, the companies usually rely more on other 

measures, like direct marketing, personal selling and sales promotion. More 

reliance on any particular measure and the message given shall depend upon the 

kind of positioning and the market segment the firm wants to address. 

All 4 P's are needed in a Marketing Mix. In fact, they should all be tied together, 

but is any one important than the other? Generally speaking, the answer is no, 

all contribute to one whole (McCartly and Perreault, 1991). With the rapid 

changes both expected and unexpected in the environment, a conventional 

production oriented approach in Pharmaceutical Industry will not work. A 

comprehensive strategy involving a thorough analysis of new environmental 

challenges is required. The companies are expected to convert these challenges 

into opportunities. Based on one's strengths one should design the marketing 

mix to convert these opportunities into viable attractiv op ions while b ing 

aware of he constraints ( ajumder, 1996). 



Organisations depend on their external environ~ent for their input and for the 

discharge of the output. Organisations cannot be separated from their 

environment for they are open systems, that is, they are environment

dependent. The environment can influence both negatively and positively. 

Organisations continually consume resources from· the environment (as inputs), 

transform (througl1pu process) and release them (as output) to the same 

. environment see figure! (Pearce & Robinson, 1997). 

According to Ansoff (1990) environmental changes have become more complex 

and novel in the twentieth centaury. In the later half of the centaury, there is 

exponential growth in the number of new products/services and of new 

technology. There is also a change in the speed at which new products and 

services invade the market. 

For organisations to achieve their goals and objectives, they have to constantly 

adjust to their environment (Pearce & Robinson, 1997). This environment is 

turbulent, and constantly changing, so it makes it imperative for the organisation 

to continuously adapt their activities in order -to assure survival. 

Modern executive, while managing internal activities of the organisation must 

also respond to the challenges posed by the organsations immediate and remote 

external environment (Pearce & Robinson,1997). The immediate external 

environment includes competition, suppliers, scarce resources, government 

agencies and the customers (Webb, 1989). The remote external environment 

comprises economic and social conditions, political and technological 

developments, all of which must be anticipated, monitored, assess d and 

incorporated into the executive's decision making (Pearce & Robinson, 1997). 



For a pharmaceutical firm in Kenya the external. environment both remote and 
' 

immediate has changed tremendously in last two decades. The demographics 
' 

show an increasing population pressure, geographical population shift and 

changing age. Economic environment shows severe recession, slowdown in real-
~ . 

income growth, unstabl exchange rate and Increasing demand on insufficient 

infrastructure. Culturally, Kenyans have preference for imported goods especially 

western products. They demand comparable quality from the local manufacturer. 

The changes which are more direct for a pharmaceutical manufacturer are, 

intense competition from local and imported products, stringent quality control 

measures introduced by neighboring countries, increasing ~trength of 

multinationals and increasing cost of marketing. 

In such a turbulent and discontinuous environment, marketing strategies of past 

may not deliver well. New strategies may be required to address the new 

challenges. This requires pharmaceutical firms in Kenya to continuously assess 

and analyze their environment. The firms should design their marketing mix that 

makes them compatible and competitive in the changing environment. The aim 
... 

of this study is to find out the marketing practices applied by the local 

pharmaceutical firms and how adapt they are to their changing environment. 



3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Scope of the study 

A cross sectional study of all pharmaceutical manufacturing firms shall be 

conducted to Investigate their strategic marketing practices and how they 

respond to the changes in the environment. 

The following will be studied: -
' 

A. MARKETING PLANNING 

Market analysis 

Customer analysis 

Product strategy 

Pricing strategy 

Promotional Strategy 

Distribution Strategy 

B. STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 

Environmental scanning 

Industry analysis 

Competitors analysis 

Internal analysis 

3.2 The Population 

' 

The population of the current study consisted of all the firms that have been 

licensed by the Ministry of Health to manufacture Pharmaceutical products in 

Kenya. By he time of this study, i.e. August 2000, only 25 such firms were 

ld ntified which were listed in Kenya medical directory. Most of these firms have 

h ir manufac uring uni and offices in Nairobi and I s ou ski 



The bulk of the pharmaceutical products sold in Kenya, are imported as finished 

products. Only those products, which are manufactured in Kenya or are 

imported by the manufacturing companies to complete or expand their own 

manufactured range of products, were Included in this study. 

3.3 

Sampling Is the process by which a relatively small number of individuals or 

measures of individual objects or events is selected and analysed in order to find 

ou\ som~thing about the entire population (Koul, i997). For the purpose of this 

study, all the 25 firms mentioned in the Kenya Medical Directory as 

manufacturers of pharmaceutical products were selected for the study. However, 

it was found that one of the firms listed had already changed its line of 

manufacturing and was no longer producing pharmaceutical products. Six of the 

firms refused to participate in the study either due to busy schedules of the 

relevant respondents or due to their reservations on revealing the desired 

information. Only 18 firms agreed to participate in the study. Our effective 

sample therefore is 18 firms manufacturing pharmaceutical products in Kenya. 

3.4 Data Collection 

We used the survey method to conduct the study by using questionnaires to 

collect data. Most of the respondents were in Nairobi. The data required was 

collected using a questionnaire. All the firms were visited personally with the aim 

of talking to the marketing managers or their equivalents. In most cases, it 

turned out that even if separate marketing department existed it was headed by 

the directors. In most cases it was the owners or their senior managers who 

responded to the questionnaire. 

The qu s ionnaire contained both op n and clos · nd d qu s ions. 1 h 

ques lonna! was construe ed using qu s ions from simtlar r ar t1 wor don 

In t pas In oth r Indus i s (Ouma, 1988; t , 199 ). R I v n m i 1 a on 



that are pertinent to the industry under study and to the objectives of the study 

were made. 

3.5 Data An I is 

Before processing the responses, the completed questionnaires were edited for 

completeness and consistency. Descriptive statisti~s were used in analyzing the 

data collected. The descriptive statistics included proportions, percentages, and 

mean as well as cross tabulation. 



CHAPTER4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Data Editin and codin 

The completed questionnaires were edited after cqmpletion of every interview. 

At the end of interviewing process they were checked again. As already indicated 

in the earlier chapter only eighteen out of the original twenty-five firms were 

su~cessfully reached. 

4.2 Data analysis 

Data collected was 

UN!Vr;Rsrry 
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analyzed using descnpir'-'~R.sija~istics. This entailed 

proportions, percentages, means and frequency distributions. As the study was 

investigative in nature, these measures were deemed adequate 

The results of this study will be presented in three parts. The first part will 
.... 

present the findings on a few company details of the manufacturers in 

pharmaceutical industry. The second and the third part will be addressing the 

findings on the two objectives of the study. 

4.3 Pharmaceutical manufacturers in Kenya 

The details sought from the firms engaged in manufacturing and sale of 

pharmaceutical products covered areas such as year of establishment (table 4.1), 

ownership (Table 4.2), number of employees (table 4.3), size(Table4.5) and 

xist nc of marketing depar ment (table 4.6) 



. 
4.3.1 Years of Establishment 

T bl 4 a e .1 
Year 

1920-1930 
1960-1970 
1971-1980 
1981-1990 
1991-2000 

Total 

N=18 
Source: 

"b t" b f t bl" h D1stn U 10n year o es a IS --
Frequency 
--

1 
5 
5 
4 
3 

18 

Interviews · 

men t 
Proportion 

-
5 

28 
28 . 

22 
17 

100 

From the above table it can be concluded that- most of the firms in the 

pharmaceutical industry were established between the period of sixties and 

eighties. The oldest firm in this sector Didy pharmaceutical was established in 

1924; only three (17%) firms were established after 1990. The establishment of 

most (80%) firms in the period from1960 to 1990 may be attributed to the 

protectionist and supportive policies of the government towards this sector 

before liberalization. 

Ownership 

Table 4.2 Distribution by Ownership 

Ownership Frequency Pro ortion 
Foreign 3 17 

Local 12 66 

Joint (Foreign Local) 3 17 

Total 18 100 

-



Majority of the Pharmaceutical manufacturing firms (66%) were wholly local, 

three (17%) firms i.e. Glaxo, SmithKiine Beecham and Cussons were foreign 

owned multinationals. 

4.3.3 Employees 

T able 4.3 
Emolovees 
0-50 
51-100 
101-150 
151-200 
201-250 
251-300 
300 and over 
Total 
N=18 
Source: 

"b . b b fE Distn ut1on JY num er o 
Frequency 

7 
0 
5 
2 . 1 
1 
2 
18 

Interviews 

mp oyees 
Pro_12ortion 

40 
0 
28 
11 
5 
5 
11 
100 

Majority of the firms (60%) had more than 100 employees i.e. they were 

classified as large scale companies. Seven ( 40%) companies studies were of 

small size i.e with less than 50 employees. Fq_ur (22%) firms were having less 
,.. 

than 25 employees. Cosmos and Lab and Allied each have more than 300 

employees. 

4.3.4 Product Classification 

Table 4.4 Distribution b Product classification - -Product class Fre_guen_cy Pro ortion 
~anded 3 -

17 
Generics 2 11 
Branded generics 7 39 
Both generics and Branded generics 6 33 
Total 18 100 
Source: Int~ rviews -



Majority ·of the local manufacturers sell either branded generics or both generics 

qnd branded generics. Only foreign owned multinationals sell original brands. 

Two (11 %)firms mentioned as selling only generics. 

4.3.5 Size 

Table 4.5 Distribution b f h 0 !Y_ SIZe 0 t e rgamzat10n 

Yearlv sales in MKshs Frequency ProQortion 

0-20 2 11 

20-50 0 0 

51-100 3 17 

101-150 5 . 28 

151-200 0 0 

More than 200 8 44 

Total 18 100 

N=18 
' 

Source: Interviews 

Local manufacturers of pharmaceuticals vary greatly in respect to their sales 

turnover. While eight ( 44%) of the firms studied, had annual turnover of more 

than 200MKshs,three (17%) firms had sales of less than 100 but more than SO 

million kshs and two (11 %) firms were doing less than 20MKshs as their yearly 

sales. UNJV R 
Low snr o 

R kAor ~ I 

4.3.6 Existence of Marketing Department 

Table 4.6 With/Without Marketin Department 
r -

Resoonse Fregueng Proportion 
t--=-

Yes 17 95 

No 1 5 

T_g_tal 18 100 

Source: In rvrews 

7 



Most of the firms studied, had their marketing department. In some of the firms 

(33% ), the director himself looked after the marketing department but in · 

majority (67%) of the firms, the department was headed by the marketing 

manager. It shows that most of the firms realize the importance of marketing 

and hence have the separate department. for the activities like, Marketing 

planning, organizing, coordinating and controlling or keeping on the planned 

track to reach tl1e set objectives. 

4.4 Responses on the Marketing Mix components 

In order to understand the current marketing practices in the pharmaceutical 

industry, specific questions were posed to the . respondents on the strategic . 
variables of the product, price, place and promotion. These are the major 

' 
variables that any marketing manager can use to affect the target market. This 

section covers the findings on these issues. 

4.4.1 Product 

Questions were asked on product range, packaging, branding, quality, GMP 

adherence and new product developments. 

The product range manufactured by the local firms include Antibiotics, 

Antifungals, Antimalarials, metailics, Disinfectants and products for skin, 

Respiratory System, Cardiovascular System, Central Nervous System, Endocrine 

System and Gastro Intestinal System, 

Other than KAM industries which are engaged in the manufacturing of 

disin~ ctants and Cussons who are making s in car produc s, th oth r 

compani ar producing larg produc mi cov ring mor han hr uti 



areas. Many (72%) firm's product range covers more than seven therapeutic 

areas. (table4.7) 

Table 4 .. 7 Product range 

Presence In therapeutic Frequency 
. 

Proportions 

segments 

1-3 5 28 

4-7 7 39 -
8-11 6 33 

Total 18 100 
' 

Source: interviews 

One third of the firms studied, manufacture the products covering more than 

seven therapeutic areas. Majority of the companies offer the products in 

Tablets/capsules and syrup form rather than in injectable forms. 

Only three companies are having more than one brand name for one preparation 

to ~achieve market segmentation. 

Only two(11 %) companies are selling their products as generics. Thirteen (72%) 

firms sell their products both as branded generics and generics in different 

markets. Three firms, Glaxo, SmithKiine Beecham and Cussons were selling their 

products as original brands. (Table4.4) 

Mean score on the role of certain factors in determining product advantage 

Table 4.8 Mean score on various as~ects of P,roduct advanta e - ::t 
As~ects Mean score Standard deviation Coefficient of va 

1_Quali~ of woduct 4.67 0.5941 0.382 
Cost to tt1e Qatlent 4.50 0.6183 0.487 
Packagln_g 4.39 0.7775 0.605 -Promotion 4.39 0.6941 0.363 



Mean score ranked on a 5 point Likert scale; with 1 taken to mean totally 

unimportant and 5 taken as very important. 

Source: Intervl ws 

From the above table, quality of the product has been identified as the major 

determinant of tile product advantage followed by cost of the. product to the 

customer. Both product packaging and promotion have also been considered as 

important factors to have product advantagl :On the issue of quality most 

respondent who were interviewed believed that reliable s,;urce of raw material, 
j .•. 

hygienic manufacturing conditions, safety to consumer and good packaging 

reflects good quality of the product. 

Ta bl e 4.9 't f k Mean scores on vanous aspec s o pac agmg 
Aspects Mean score Standard deviation Coefficient of 

variables 
Attractiveness 4.166 0.9852 0.971 

Protecting _Qotency 4.66 0.6860 0.471 
Cost of packaging 3.88 I 1.0786 ' 

1.163 
Technology 3.78 1.2628 1.595 

Mean score ranked on a 5 point Likert scale; with 1 taken to mean totally 

unimportant and 5 taken as very important. 

Source: Interviews 

From the above table protection of the drug potency is considered very 

importan followed by a ractiveness to the consumer. Infac, mos responden 

hav indica d lla good packaging of produc h I s in gen ra l ace pta IIi y of 

he pr u . A I al manu ac ur r ar ornp ing mor 

fn I irn r an fa 

frm v ry r ly on 1 i u o 

r n 
( 

q 1 lity of h 

In n h hn I 



firms don't think cost of packaging as an important factor but the smaller firms 

take it as a major constraint. They complained on the high cost of duty on 

imported packaging material 

T bl 4 10 o· t "b f b Adh a e . IS rl U 10n Y._ t GMP erence o t" rae 1ces. 

Response Frequency Proportion 
-
Yes 16 90 

No 1 5 
Partly 1 , 5 

Total 18 100 

Source: Interviews 

Most firms have stated as adhering to the Good Manufacturing Practices ( GMP) 

which is important not only to assure high qualitY ~tandards to local buyers but is 

essential and prerequisite for exports to neighboring countri:!s. 

Most companies have responded that they keep on introducing new products to 

increase their market shares and to respond to the changing market needs. 

4.4.2 Price 

The price of any item can be a powerful instrument in attracting attention and 

ensuring sale. The first question required respondents· to indicate the level of 

importance they attach on certain aspects of pricing. Their responses are given 

in table 4. 10 after computation of mean score on each aspec. 



Table 4.11 Mean scores on level of importance attached to certain 
aspects of setting f!ro d uct_pnces_ 
Aspects Mean Std. Variance 

Deviation - ---
Determining rice ogjectlves 3.5556 1.5424 2.379 - ---
Demand for your roducts 4.1111 1.0226 1.046 
:Com__Retitor's rices 3.8889 1.3235 1.752 ·-
Profit margins 3.9444 1.0556 1.114 
!1.g_ductlon cost 4.3889 .6978 .487 
Use of regional Qrices 2.3889 1.1448 1.310 
Price discrimination 2.5556 1.1991 1.438 
Quality _1'2_erce_Qtion 4.6111 .6077 .369 

Mean score ranked on a 5 point Likert scale; with 1 taken to mean totally 

unimportant and 5 taken as very important. 

Source: Interviews 

' t' 

From the table 4.11, quality perception, was the most important factor in taking 

pricing decisions i.e. if the product is rated as of high quality, the manufacturer 
I 

can charge a premium price on it. Also important are the cost of production and 
I 

demand for the product. profit margins and competitors prices were also 

considered as fairly important. The use of regional prices and price discrimination 

were ranked as least important by al ' the firms. High coefficient of variations 

from the mean on the first aspect indicates that firms very greatly on 

determining price objectives. The firms were almost unanimous on the issue of 
' I 

quality and cost of production aspect. 

90% of the firms s udied clearly mentions that prices have a perception of 

quality in the cus omers mind, which shows that firms, while designing their 

pricing policy ke p this hing in mind i.e. wherev r possible they charge premium 

price 0 r n b r quality of h pr oduc . 



Most firms sell their products on conditional credit. Few of the firms sell their 

products on cash. 

All the firms studied of~ r discounts to their customers on quantity purchases. 

On ranking their prices as compared to competition the firms were divided. Ten 

(55%) firms mentioned that their prices are similar to competition; three (17%) 

mentioned them as lower while three others rated their prices higher than 
I 

competition. Two firms specified more clearly that their prices are higher than 

the local manufacturers but are lower than the multinationals. 

4.4.3 PLACE/DISTRIBUTION 

Efficient marketing channels are of enormous importance for the success of any 
' 

business. There is a need for the firf)1S to have a formal planning process for 

designing arid selecting channel members. Channel design and selection should 

be made in the context of the target markets to be served and 't~e specific needs 

of the consumers within those markets. 

Respondents were asked about the distribution channel they use for their 

products. All the respondents' use two channels i.e. distributors and retailers. 

On asking that do these firms distribute through channels or they do direct 
' I 

selling to consumers, most responded that they use both the routes i.e. to 

hospitals and some big institutions & NGO's the firms make direct deliveries 

whereas for individual patien s and clinics they use wholesalers and retailers. 

Majority of the firms s udied use one se of distribution channel for all of the 

pr due s. The firms like Glaxo Wellcome and Sml hKiine 8 cham thal ar 

producing ov he coun r (0 C) as well as hlcal rang of pharmac u leal 

u of di ribu ion ch nn I . u son and M Indus ri Is 

u I u I n hann I . 



Firms vary greatly on the infrastructure for delivering their products. Eight 

( 45%)) firms had two or less than two delivery vans, whereas three firms have 

more than eight delivery vans. At least 60°/o of the firms were using public 

transport along with lh h own v hlcles for delivering their products mainly in the 

upcountry mark ts. 

Table 4.12 mean scores on vanous aspe~ts o f d" "b . IStn UtiOn 
Aspects Mean Std. !Variance 

Deviation 
AccessibilitY_ of Location ~.6667 1.0847· 1.176 
Proper market coverage 14.2778 .6691 I .448 
~eographical market dispersion ~.2778 ~ .7519 .565 
Following a formal procedure in 3.2778 : 1.3636 1.859 
Selecting a channel member 

I 

Mean score ranked on a 5 point Likert scale; with 1 taken to mean totally 

unimportant and 5 taken as very important. 

Source: Interviews 

From the above table all respondents considered proper market coverage 

followed by the geographical market dispersion very important.' Low coefficient 

of variance for these responses shows that all the firms were consistent on this. 

The firms prefer those channels, which have better market coverage and cover 

even the remote areas. Firms had different opinions on the importance of having 

formal procedure for selecting a channel member. Only three firms were 

undertaking this practice. Accessibility of location was considered as an 

important fac or by f w firms d aling more in OTC rang of products. 



4.4.4 PROMOTION 

In the phase of increasing competition promotion of the products is very 

important. Most of the firms studied are actively involved in the promotion of 

their products. Most firms 17(95%) l1ad separate marketing department and in 

proportion to the size of t11 firm, the size of the marketing department varies. 

Majority of th firms had less than 10 employees working in the marketing . 
department. Some big firms like Glaxo, SB, Cussons and PMC had more than 20 

employees working in the marketing department. Irrespective of the number of 
( 

employees in the marketing department, all the firms responded that they cover 

the entire country through their field force. 

Table 4.13 Mean score on important aspects to make an effective 
sales call ' 

Asp_ects 
. rv1ean Std. Deviation Variance 

Product knowledge of the medical 4.6667 .6860 .471 
representative ' 

Personal selling skills 4.7222 .4609 ' .212 
Regularity of visits to the customers 4.4444 .6157 .379 
Knowledge about the customers 4.6667 .4851 .235 

Mean point ranked on a 5 point Likert scale; with 1 taken to mean totally 

unimportant and 5 taken as very Important. 

Source: Interviews 

Table 4.13 shows that firms were almost unanimous on the importance of 

All the above factors in making a successful sales call . 



Table 4.14 Mean score on im ortant meth d f d o s o pro uct promot1on 
Methods of romotion 

Detailing_Qf_product to _Q_octors _ _ _ 
Re eat visits to doctor to remind the products 

ponsorshlQ_s to doctors 
Exhibi~ion of you_r product _____ _ 
Round table confereno~s 
ales Incentives to the team ---
ales P!Omotlon 

Mean 
3.8889 
3.6667 
2.5000 
3.3333 
2.6111 
3.8333 
~.3889 

~td. Deviation rvariance 
1.3235 1.752 
1.4142 2.000 
1.0432 1.088 
.9701 .941 
1.0922 1.193 
.1235 .853 
.8498 .722 

Mean point ranked on a 5 point Likert scale; 'Nith 1 taken to mean totally 

unimportant and 5 taken as very important. 

Source: Interviews 

Sales promotion is considered as the most important m~thod of product 

promotion. Although sales promotion helps in increasing the sales in the short 

run, it does not help much in building a brand. Other important method~ of 

product promotion are detailing of products to doctors and incentives to the 

sales team. High coefficient of variance tells that all the firms do not regard 

detailing as an important method of product promotion either due to the 

different nature of their products or due to lack of resources to do that. 

T bl 4 15 a e . me~n score on 1mpo rt t d" f d an me aas or pro uct promotion 
Mean Std. Deviation Variance t--

4.1667 --
Personal selling 1.2948 1.676 f--- - - ,_ ___ 
~dvertising 3.7778 1.2154 1.477 - - - -
!Sales P-romotion 4.2222 .8782 .771 -- -- - - - -
Direct Marketinq 4.0000 .9701 .941 
Direct Marketing 4.0000 .9701 .941 --- -
~blic relations & Publicicy __ 3.8333 1.0432 1_ 1.088 -

an in ran d on a 5 poin l ik seal ; wi h 1 ak n o r ean o ally 



unimportant and 5 taken as very important. 

Source: Interviews 

Most firms connrm to the r onal sell ing as most impor:tant means of product 

promotion followed by sales promotion and direct marketing. Advertising and 

public relations are considered less important. 

Table 4.16 Mean score on vanous means o t ', d a vert1smg 
Mean 6td. Deviation ~ariance 

Radio 2.3889 1.5770 2.487 
!Television 2.1111 1.5676 2.458 
Newspapers 2.6111 1.3346 1.781 
Magazines 2.3333 1.1882 1.412 
tfelephone Directories 1.9444 1.6586 1.703 
Billboards 1.9444 1.5136 2.291 
Posters ~.6111 1.5005 2.252 
Telemarketinq 1.8333 1.3394 1.794 
Websites 1.3333 .8402 .706 

I 

Mean score ranked on a 5 point Likert scale; with 1 taken to mean never and 5 

as very often. 

Source: Interviews 

Table 4.15 shows that in general, pharmaceutical manufacturers do not use 

advertising as a mean to promot their products. This is due to the fac that 

inis ry Of Health do s no ermit he public adv is men of thlcal 

pr cnp ion drugs. Only ov r th coun r drug n 

n · ln 1 r ro 1 ion and al of uch dr r s us n w rs, post r , n 



magazines more frequently than other medias. Television being an expensive 

media is used only by three ( 17%) respondents, i.e. by Smith Kline Beecham, 

GlaxoWellcome and Cosmos. 

' 
Table 4.17 mean score on sponsoring of certain activities/events 
r--- - --

Events Mean Std. Deviation Variance -
Game~Sports 1.8333 1.2485 1.559 --
SeminarsLConferences 2.3333 1.3720 1.882 
Radio programmes 1.7778 1.2154 1.477 
T. V programmes 1.7222 li1.4061 1.977 
Take part in Exhibitions 2.6111 1.4608 2.134 

Mean point ranked on a 5 point Likert sca.le; with 1 ·taken to mean never and 5 
as very often. 

Source: Interviews 

Most firms do not take part or sponsor the above events. Only few firms do 

occasionally take part in scientific cor cerences and exhibitions related to their 

field of operation. Only two (11 %) firms sponsor games and do radio programs. 

I 

Most (83%) of the firms conduct market research and customer survey at least 

once or more times in a year. 

Table 4.18 Mean score on customer ranking by sales volume 



1 as the most important and 7 as the least important customer 

Source: Interview 

From above table it Is clear that phr:~rmacies are the most importaht customer for 

all the firms. Apart from this th nr ms vary on th~ Importance of their customers. 

Hospitals and exports ar t11 oth r Important sale zonE). Government, which . 
was the slngl most Important customer of pharmaceutical manufacturers, is 

currently rated as least important by most firms. 

4.5 STRATEGIC RESPONSES OF FIRMS .TO ENVIRONMENTAL 

CHANGES 

This section covers the findings on the second objective of this study. The 

objective was to investigate the strategic responses of firms . to changes in the 

pharmaceutical industry environment. Most of the questions asked were open 

ended and aimed at getting certain aspects of strategic marketing. The first 

question was on whether firms in the industry undertook any environmental 

scanning. This is mainly concerned with identifying trends, opportunities and 

threats that will influence the strategy and choice. 

4.5.1 ENVIRONMENT SCANNING 

Except five (28%) firms who do environment scanning in management meeting 

or with the help of outside agency, other firms studied do not do any 

environmental scanning. The reasons for not doing the environmental scanning 

were both cos and time involved or lack of resources. In some cases the firms 

do not see the necessity of doing the environment scanning. 

R spond n s wer expec ed to respond on how they undertake their planning 

ac ivity. firms m n ion d ha h y pr ar formal Ianning do 1m nt . 

Annual sal s udg are pr p r d which r su divid into quar rly an 



monthly sales objectives. Some of the respondents prepare separate plans for 
each region while very few (3) prepare product wise marketir;tg plan. All the 
respondents mentioned that planning is very :mportant to achieve sales targets 
and to enhance control. 

Jt can be conclud d that while most firms in the pharmaceu.tical industry have 
marketing plans, they are not very elaborate and cover short-term periods. The 
marketing plan document would contain not only qualitative statements about • the solutions, proposed programs and its rationale, but also quantitative data relevant to the proposal. Only one firm responded as doing external analysis 
followed by internal analysis and then formalizes the plan. Alt~ough most of the 
plans in the pharmaceutical industry are different in context but ~there were some 
common subjects e.g. preparing sales budgets based on competitor's analysis, 
situational analysis and the firms competence. Then identifying marketing 
strategies to be followed, action plans and controls. 

4.5.2 COMPETITION WITHIN THE INDUSTRY 
Respondents were expected to indicate their major competitors and whether 
they collect information on them. Most of the firms quoted importers of finished 
generics as their major competitors followed by other local manufacturers. 
Multinationals were referred as least competitive due to different market 
segmentation. Most of the local manufacturers address lower end of the market 
whereas multinationals address to the upper market. 

Most of the respondents collect regular information on competitors through field 
surveys or information collected from retailers and doctors with the help of the 
sal s t am. Only five compani s have m n ion d tl1at h y are coli c ing 
co 'P ti or' Information sine h ir inc pion. TI1 r s (61 °/o) hav sta d 

in o 10 y ar . 



On asking what activities have been taken to stay competition, few companies 

refused to divulge as being the company secret but others have mentioned 

innovation In product designs and ackaging, bet;ter training of the field force, 

maintaining product quality, coli ting more market inform. . .:tion and adapting to 
' change In terms of pricing, prom lion and delivery services. Effective customer 

service has also be n cit d as t11 strategy to stay competitive. · 

Table 4.19 collection of information on com~etitors 
Res onse Fre_guen9'_ ' Pro_Q_ortions - .. 
Yes 15 83 
No 3 17 
Total 18 100 
Source: Intervrews 

4.5.3 WIDER MACRO ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 

Respondents were also required to indicate the other aspects of the wider 

environment that have influenced the marketing of their products. 

On asking how the recent mergers and acquisitions will affect the local industry, 

majority (61 %) of the respondents believe that this will not affect the local 

industry due to market segmentation, rest believe that it affects the local 

industry adversely as this will enhance the monopolistic control of multinationals. 

However, one respondent feels that this may have favorable impact on the 

industry, as this will make multinationals to concentrate on new products and 

leave the old products for local manufacturers. 
UNIV -R ITY or= 
I_ 0 W ;.: v 0 . • NAIR ) 
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nvironment factors tt1~ have macro On asking the r spend n s o rank th 

innuenced th marketing of heir produc os of the firms came up with the 

following or r of some asp c s of he wider nvironmen . 

1. n from h impot g n ri has n i d as h ma·or fa c o 

ft lik India, China 
n hav 11 ir u ry. n rin f m mulin i nl rno 



generic business has also been identified as a factor irlfl.uencing the 

marketing of the locally manufactured producis, 

' 
2. Economic factors have also n cited as having great influence in the 

marketing of pharmac utlcal products. Prevailing recession in the economy 
; 

has been Identified by many respondents as the factor affeding purchasing 

power of the customers and hence the sale of their products. 

" 3. Poor infrastructure like shortages of power, water and bad roads have been 

pointed out as affecting the cost of production and distribution. 

4. Technology in the form of packaging has been taken as a major factor 

influencing the local industry. 

5. Cost regulations about custom duties on packaging material are affecting the 

local industry. 

Conclusion: 

One of the objectives of the study was to investigate the current marketing 

practices of pharmaceutical manufacturers in Kenya. The study examined the 

decisions of the local manufacturers on various issues of marketing especially on 

product, place, price and promotion in relation to the sales of pharmaceutical 

products in Kenya. 

he study found that the local firms manufacture a diverse range of 

pharmaceu ical and allied products covering differen I erapeutic areas. The 

firms ry o a chi v product advan age y ir prov1ng pr due quality in r ms of 

dr u po n and packag1n . h y al~o in r uc n w pro uc an lin 



Many respondents mentioned that their pricing policy reflects the q'i.Jality of their 

products as perceived by their customers. High perception of product quality was 
' 

believed to fetch better pric of th product. Most firms kept their prices either 

comparable or slightly l1lgh r than lll Imported generics but lower than that of 

the multinationals. 

I 

Most firms recognize the importance of distribution. In most cases firms use both 

wholesalers (middlemen) and retailers as the channels to distribute their 
"' 

products. The Local manufacturers had a better distribution network in up 

country markets and suburbs as compared to multinationals and other importers 

of finished goods 

Most firms believe that due to the increasing competition, promotion of products 

is very important. All firms studied had a separate marketing department. 

Personal selling was used as the most importan~ means of product promotion. 

Only two of the respondents (10%) use electronic media to advertise their 

products. Sales promotion was anotl1er way of product promotion used by all the 

firms. Therefore, the study concludes that firms according to their size and 

resources were consciously making changes in the marketing mix variables to 

stay competitive in the market. 

The other objective of the study was to establish the strategic responses of firms 

o the changes affecting the pharmaceutical industry. In regard to this, the study 

found tha with increased environmental tUJ bulence the local manufacturers in 

the pharmaceutical indus ry became market driven in most activities. Mos firms . 
were concerned wi h he information on th ir cus omers and markets. Firms 

w r r gularly carrying ou marke analysi . 

nm hav r o h hall n in h nvlr onn n , 

ha , h y , in r lJ d n w r r u 

s 



expanded their field force and resorted to aggressive promotior). Few firms had 

to reduce the prices and to increase the credit on their products to compete. We 

can conclude that most firms in common responded by more aggressive 
' 

promotion of their products. With t11 increasing competition after liberalization, 

most firms resorted to mor of mar ketlng rather than just selling their products. 

The firms have shifted Into more specialization in terms of product range and 

markets addressed. Customer care is being given more importance. Some firms 

introduced second brand to compete with low price generics. Increased 
~ 

efficiency and cost saving has been referred to as major success factor in the 

face of current competition. 

More than 50% respondents confirmed that there has been a change in the 

technology with respect to manufacturing and packaging. The firms have 

introduced more automation in their functioning. More than 70% respondents 

confirmed a change in their manpower composition with more skilled people in 

the marketing department. To meet the new challenges in the environment the 

firms have made changes in their marketing mix variables. The most common 

replies were as follows:-

Product: - Firms have increased tl1eir product range especially line extension 

to meet wider customer needs. Modifications have been done in 

the packaging to meet increased expectations. 

Price: - As most firms believe that price reflects the quality of their product, 

they have tried to stick to the premium prices. However there has 

been a general downward rend on he prices. of more standardized 

produc s.; mos fi1 ms main a in comp i iv prices. 

ri u ion: o 1rm hav im IOV d h iJ is ri u ion n ork. r u 

vall li y has nrfrr o a gr sl nin , n . Aim all 



I 

the firms have increased their channel members especially retailers 

and wholesalers. 

Promotion: Most firms llav up the promotional activities in the 

prevailing nvlr nm n of high competition. Firm? have adopted 

most fflcien meanc; of communication depending on their product 

rang and target markets 

f' 

Most firms indicated that liberalization brought a lot of unexplained Changes 
in the market environment leading to stiff competition. Firms are Coping by 

' I I 

introducing product varieties, line extensions; new production techniques, 
improved packaging, competitive pricing and improved marketing strategies. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. Introduction 

As stated in chapter one the objective~ of this study were not only to investigate 
( 

the current marketing practices by the pharmaceutical manufacturing firms in 
Kenya but also to look at their strategic responses to the changing environment 

I t I of the pharmaceutical industry. Economic reforms introduced in mid 1980s led to 
comprehensive restructuring of country's public, parastatal and private sector 
organizations. Lot of changes took place; the most significant of them was the 
introduction of competition in the market. This chapter will summarize and 
discuss the findings of the study as they relate to the objectives. It also contains 
some implications of the study including the limitations as well as suggestions for 

further research. 

5.2. Strategic marketing practices of pharmaceutical manufacturers 
in Kenya. 

Strategic marketing is very crucial to any organization as it takes into 
consideration fundamental changes in the environment and makes them 
proactive rather than reactive to the issues of the day. With the introduction of 
conomic reforms the government changed the policy from tha of interventionist 

system o hat of free market sys em. As a result, the key to success is the 
cu tomer and wi 11 more products in the marke h cus omers have a cholc . On 
th fir to j iv of h study, d cisions on produc ~, pia , pric and remotion 

arnln d in r Ia i n o sal of hell mac u ical produ ls rnanufa ur in 



Kenya. In addition issues of marketing research and marketing planning were 
' 

also discussed. 

The study found that with l11 d, :1arnic changes in the environment, the 
management of til pharma utica I manufacturers in Kenya is making· deliberate 
attempts, to lrnprov all asp cts of the marketing mix irl order to remain 

' ~ 
competitive in l11 market. On the question of product decision, in response to 
the changing environment have taken decisions on product range, line extension, { 

quality, packaging and even introducing multiple brands. Depending upon their 
competence, the local manufacturers offered products for cardiovascular system, 
Central Nervous System, Endocrine System, Gastrointestinal System, Respiratory 
System, Musculoskeletal Disorder, Dermatology, Ophthalmology, Infections, and 
Metabolic Disorders. Few firms confined to the production of very narrow range 
i.e. producing only disinfectants or only intravenous infusions. Most firms 
however, are engaged in manufacturing a big product mix ranging from 20 to 
more than 100 products. 

On the question of price, there are no government controls. Firms therefore 
make decisions on price level, discounts, allowances, and payment terms by 
considering various important factors including customer's perceived value, 
quality/product differentiation and competitor's prices. 

On the question of place or distribution, decisions on location, accessibility, 
dis ribulion channels and marke coverage are eing made. Mos manufac urers 
use short distri u ion channels involving wholecalers and retailers. In some cases 
manufac ur rs dir c ly distri u heir produc s o he ig uyers lik hos i als, 

in u trial clinic an nding u n th f asi ility an cos avin , h 

firm r rt o n o mofdi ril 1 in. In h ir t ns s m firm~ 

I v r allz im~ r -cm f r 1u f 
c m 



On the question of promotion, decisions on location accessibility, sales 

promotion, publicity and public r lations are made. It was found that most 

manufacturers of pharmac utica I 1 so1 ls mainly on personal selling rather than 

advertising. Only lhos n1m , whi h market over the counter drugs, undertake 

advertising. Relativ ly f w 1 01 ms engage in the participation of show exhibition 

especially in their areas of operation as one way of promoting their products. 

Most firms however adopt sales promotion in the forms of bonus offers, quantity 
I 

discounts, gift hampers and sales force incentives to increase sales. 

Firms in the pharmaceutical industry do engage in marketing research on regular 

basis. Although in most cases it is done in informal manner yet most firms make 

use of marketing research in designing their marketing strategies. Most firms 

also do marketing planning but it covers only short period. Manufacturers of 

pharmaceuticals have also segmented their markets mainly on customer basis. 

As most firms produce generics, they address to the lower income consumers 

and NGOs. 

5.3. Strategic responses of firms to the changes affecting the 

pharmaceutical industry. 

With changes in the environment firms should have the capacity to be adaptive 

by staying close to their markets and reading the signs. With increased 

environmental turbulence the local manufacturers in he pharmaceutical industry 

have become market driven in most ac ivities. Most firmc; are concerned with the 

info1ma ion on their customers and markets. 1hey are regularly carrying ou 

mark analy which has I d o h in roduc ion of m r produc s, lin 

n ions in r as d cu om r n irn rov ac a In and m 1 

irnr r an ~ 1odu vall bility. 



Before liberalisation, most manufacturers of pharmaceuticals in Kenya were 

selling their products as generics to the original branded products. Very few 

marketing activities were done. Until r e ently, many firms did not even have a 

separate marketing d partm nt. 1h y had only sales depa~ment. Price was 

considered as th slngl m sl lmpor anl variable to influence the sales . . 

With Increased competition and multiplicity of alternate products, the firms are 

resorting to promote their products as brands (branded generics). Firms have 

increased their promotional activities to buiiJ brand equity. Some of the steps 

taken in this direction by most manufacturers are, increased number of 

employees in marketing, increased training of the field force, regular market and 

customer surveys, regular visits to customers and improved technology in 

manufacturing and packaging. 

Although most firms in this sector do not do formal environmental scanning due 

to lack of resources, yet they continuously study the market and bring necessary 

shifts in their marketing activities to stay competitive. 

As a result of environmental changes, firms in the pharmaceutical industry have 

become more concerned with the action of competitors. Most firms have started 

collecting information on competitors and their products and in most cases the 

field force does it informally but regularly. This however simplifies the system of 

collection and analyses of vital information. 

h r fore, w can conclude tha firms in the pharmaceutical indus ry ar aware 

of th chang s affecting hem. Based on their resources, they make deli rate 

a o I arn h ir environrn n sp cially he comp i ion and ar makln 

h r ary chang in h ir mar ing ac ivi i o tay comp i iv . 



5.4 Recommendations 

From the findings of this study, mam •. -acturers of pharmaceuticals in Kenya are 
making some Internal adjustments in th lr marketing mix components in order to 
cope with the envlronrn ntal han s. Pharmaceutical being very important 

' I 

sector in the economy, om r commendations can be made to the firms 
engaged in manufacturing and marketing of pharmaceutical products for the 
benefits of the frr ms and the users of drugs. 

{ 

Availability of the drugs being very important, firms must ensure that their 
products are available to the customers in right quantities and at right time. 
Special emphasis should be given in making products adequately available in 

upcountry markets. 

In the wake of increased competition from low priced imported generics, firms 
must try to manage/reduce their costs to compete effectively. Firms should 

regularly update their product mix to meet the changing customer needs. They 

should not only keep on adding new products but also should trim or remove 

those products, which are out dated. Packaging being the most important criteria 
to judge the product quality firms should improve their packaging and should use 
new technology, which is cost effective in the long run. 

Firms should resort to more aggressive promotion of their products. They should 

give more importance to o her means of marketing as against over reliance on 
sales promotion. They should more often undertake to introduction of the 
pr ducts to doctors/ rescribers, cr a ing informa ion base for their produc s and . 
participation in he scien ifrc confer nces and xhibi ions. 

I 1 al o r ornrn nd 11a firm , fur ll r a slra 

n, a w II a t Ul l 

roach mar in 

rnal fa tor 

dr1v n 



is suggested that firms should have a ·formal way of doing environmental 
scanning, as it is the source of opportunities and threats to th~ir activities. With 
increased complexities and competition, competitor's analysis ·assumes greater 
importance In order to sustain a c rn tilive dge. 

As there Is no duty of any kind on Imported finished pharmaceuticals, whereas 
the loca l manufacturers have to pay duty on the imported packaging materials. 
This increases tllelr cost of production. The government should look into this 

1,. . 
factor of uneven competition. The government should also look into the 
improvements in the factors like communication, transportation, and 
warehousing. Infrastructure like electricity, water and road networks should be 
made adequately available. 

5.5 Limitations of the study 

The major limitations of the study were paucity of time and apprehension of 
some respondents to divulge the desired information. This led to wastage o a lot 
of time in explaining them the objective and the need of such a study. The study 
due to time became less thorough and conclusive than it should have been. 

There were also some problems with the level of awareness among some 
respondents on certain issues of strategic marketing. Some concepts had to be 
elaborated leading to some value being lost in the process. Other problems could 
be at ributed to the limitation of such studles and the use of a structured 
questionnaire, which predetermines the questions r spondenls are supposed to 
answer. How v r, i can b said hat the xecu ion of this s udy was done with a 
lo of car so as to minimize hese limitations. 



t 5.6 Recommendations for Further Research 

This study documented strategic marketing of pharmaceutical products 
manufactured in Kenya and consid r d all the firms engaged in the 
manufacturing and sal of pharrnac utical products in Kenya. l;"he focus of the 
study was rather wid . h chang s in the pharmaceutical industry are quite 
widespread and llav lasting impact on the local industry. Recent increase in 
mergers and acquisitions In the industry can enormously increase the marketing 
potential of multinationals. There is a need to make a study on how some 

I, 
specific factors of marketing mix are influenced by the changing environment of 

pharmaceutical industry. 



Appendix I: INTRODUCTORY LETTER TO THE FIRMS 

UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE 

MBA PROGRAMME- LOWER KABETE CAMPUS 

T de phone ~3:: I oO E~L .:0 
Telegrruns . ··vo.mcy" :-!rurob1 
Telex. 21095 Vamcy 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

PO Box30197 
Na~rob1 , !<.enya 

The bearer of this letter: J?.~~.(t;-:~ . . Y! .Y}Cd~(( ... ............ .. .... ....... .. .... .. . 
Registration No: :P/6(/1./lrfZff.jtf.i .. .. .............................................. . 
is a Master of Business & Administration student of the University of Nairobi. 

He/she is required to submit as part . of his/her coursework assessment a 
research project report on some management problem. We would like the 
students to do the1r projec s on real problems affecting fi rms in Ken ;a We would, 
therefore, appreciate 1f you assist him/her by allowing him/her to collect data in 
your organization for the research. 

Thank you. 

01 



Appendix II: SPECIMEN OF lETTER TO THE RESPONDENTS 

2nd October 2000 

The Respondent, 
P.O. Box ............... , 
NAIROBI 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

RE: REQUEST FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN MY RESEARCH WORK 

I am a postgraduate student in the Faculty of Commerce, University of Nairobi, 
Pursuing a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree programme. 

In order to fulfill the degree requirements, I am undertaking a management 
research project on Marketing Practices followed by Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturing companies in Kenya and the responsiveness of the company to 
the changes in the environment. 

The study is purely for academic purposes. All information given shall be kept 
strictly confidential. The study may bring out some suggestions, which could be 
useful for the industry. A copy of the final study with suggestions shall be made 
available to you once the study is complete. 

Your organization being one of the leading and well managed pharmaceutical 
manufacturing companies in Kenya, and I would highly appreciate it if you would 
spare some time to kindly complete the attached questionnaire for me. 

hank you for your valuable co-operation in advance. 

Yours Sine r ly, 

RAKESH VINAYAK 



Appendix III 

LIST OF COMPANIES 

HARMACEUTICAl MANUFACTU ERS 

1. Beta Healtllcar e Int r national, 
Bonde Road, Industrial Area, 
P.O. Box 42569, Nairobi 
Tel: 530106 
Fax: 544098 

2. Biodeal Laboratories Ltd, 
Lunga Lunga Road, Industrial Area, 
P.O. Box 32040, Nairobi 
Tel: 540345, 541479 
Fax: 540361 

3. Cosmos Ltd, 
Rangwe Close, 
Off Lunga Lunga road, 
P.O. Box 41433, Nairobi 
Tel: 541254, 540855, 541267 
Fax: 544121, 532948 
E-mail: cosmosltd@form-net.com 

4. Cussons & company Ltd, 
Pharmaceutical division 
Saba Dogo Road, Ruaraka 
P.O. Box 48597, Nairobi 
Tel: 803486, 803538, 803482/3 
Fax: 802927 

5. Dawa Pharmaceuticals Ltd, 
Baba Dogo Road, Ruaraka 
P.O. Box 47105, Nairobi 

6. 

el: 802401-6, 861 51, 802464 
Fax: 802'163 

,• 



7. Elys Chemical Industries Ltd, 
Off Enterprise Road 
Opposite Hillock Inn, 
P.O. Box 40411, Nairobi 
Tel: 540414/5 
Fax: 542030 

8. Gesto Phar rnac utica Is Ltd, 
Rasul's Building, 
Butere Road, Industrial area, 
P.O. Box 43375, Nairobi 
Tel: 545337, 554615 
Fax: 504643, 544919 
E-mail: gesto@swiftkenya.com 

9. Glaxo Wellcome Kenya Ltd, 
Dakar Road, Industrial area, 
P.O. Box 18288, Nairobi 
Tel: 532461-6 
Fax: 542689 
E-mail: sales&marketing@glaxowelcome.co.ke 

10. Infusion Kenya Ltd 
Mogadishu Road, 
P.O. Box 30467, Nairobi 
Tel: 557744, 530774, 530783, 530945 
Fax: 545837, 534727 

11. KAM Industries Ltd, 
Irungu Rika Road, Ngara 
P.O. Box 31148, Nairobi 
Tel: 749718, 749853 
Fax: 740647 
E-mail: kamrx@africaonline.co.ke 

12. Kenya Sterile Supplies Ltd, 
P.O. Box 50794, Nairobi 
el: (0151) 54157 uiru 

Fax: (01 1) 54301 

1 . 



Tel: 530422, 530101, 530141, 531615 
Fax: 543312, 533967 
E-mail: laballied@iconnect.co.ke 

14. Mac's Pharmaceuticals Ltd 
Off Shimo La T wa Road, 
Industrial ar a, 
P.O. box 43912, Nairobi 
Tel: 530095-7 
Fax: 543767 

15. Manhar Brothers (K) Ltd, i 
Solai Road, 
P.O. Box 40447, Nairobi 
Tel: 558842, 555883, 532294 

' Fax: 532295 

16. Medical & Health Care Industries, 
KASNEB towers 
Hospital road, 
Capitol Hill, 
P.O. Box 60647, Nairobi 
Tel: 726229 
Fax: 726202 

17. Medivet Products Ltd, 
P.O. Box 47951, Nairobi 
Tel: 225927 
Fax: 217291 
Factory: Ruiru Town 
Tel: 0151-54119/54138 
Fax: 0151-54127 
Thika Office: 
Tel/Fax: 0151 22405 

18. Novelty t-1anufacturing Ltd 
Lusaka road UA;tv 
P.O. Box '12708, Nairobi l.. Ow. 'l;t; '/ 
r 1: 5'1244'1, 5 4260 ~Jr. r, o D ~ 
fa : 5 2'10 l N4!/;' 

I I 'll I 
' 4!;1, 9. mpany ( l 

' 



Tel: 559272, 558519, 558290 
Fax: 552046, 541863 

20. Pharmaceutical Products Ltd, 
North Airport Road, 
Off Mombasa road, 
P.O. Box 18835, Nairobi 
Tel: 822512, 822052, 
Fax: 822775 

21. Reckitt & Colman (Industries) Ltd, 
Likonl Road, Industrial area, 
P.O. Box 78051, Nairobi 
Tel: 531453, 
Fax: 544060, 
Telex: 25568 

22. Regal Pharmaceuticals Ltd, 
Saba Dogo road, 
Ruaraka 
P.O. box 44421, Nairobi 
Tel: 803211/2/3/4 

23. SmithKiine Beecham International, 
Lunga Lunga Road 
Industrial area, 
P.O. box 78392, Nairobi 
Tel: 534241, 
Fax: 543204 
Telex: 25554 

24. Sphinx Pharmaceuticals, 
Old North Airport road, 
P.O. Box 69512, Nairobi 
Tel: 824267 

25. Universal Pharmacy Ltd 
Clesoi Road, 
Off Lunga Lunga road, 
Industrial area, 
P.O. o 42 67, 
1 1: 5 290 -7, 5 
f-C! : 2 



Appe ,tdix IV 

SECTION I 

Company data 

1. Name of Organization 

······················································ ················ · 

2. Year of establishment 

············· ················· ···· ····· ··· ············· ······ ·········· 

3. Company ownership 

Foreign [ ] Locally 

Jointly (Foreign and Local) 

[ ] 

[ ] 

4. Number of employees in year 2000? ....... .. ................................................... .. 

5. Your products are classified as 

( 1 A. Brands [ ) B. Generics or [ ] C. Branded Generics 

6. What is the relative size of your organization in year 2000 ln terms of sales 
volume 

Annual sales urn over in millions or kshs: 
han 20 ( ], mot han 2 [ ,mor han 50 [ ], rr 1 han 100 [ ) 
h n 20 [ 



7. Do you have a Marketing department? 

Yes [ l No f l 

8. Designation of the respond nt.. .............................. ........................ . 



SECTION II A 

1. Your product-mix includes products from which of the following therapeutic 
areas. 

PRODUCT - -Therapeutic classification Number of Dosage pack/forms 
products IN 
THE CLASS -

--

I -' 

Syrups Tablets/ Injections 
,. capsules - ~ 

1. Cardiovascular system 

2. Central nervous system and 
musculoskeletal disorder 

3. Dermatological 

4. ENT and ophthalmic 
preparations 

·-
5. Endocrine system 

6. Gastro intestinal system 
' 

7. Infections 

-
8. Metabolic agent and blood 

disorder 
9. Respiratory system 

- - -- --- -"--10. Vaccines, Neoplastics, 
Anesthetics ·--11. Others (please specify) 

- ----

2. Do you offer more han one brand for any produc ? If yes, p\ease men ion 
he rand . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ............................................................................................................................... 

-

--

-



3. Please explain why more than one brand of product is offered? 

······································································································ 

······························································· ······································ 

4. Do you sell your product by generic name or by brand name? 

···································································································· 

5. How important do you think the line extensitn is for building a brand? 

Totally unimportant [ ] unimportant [ ] fairly important [ ) 
important [ ] very important r ] 

6. Please tick the relative role of the following in determining your product 
advantage 

1 2 3 4 5 
Totally unimportant Fairly important very 

unimportant Important important a. Quality of product [ ] [ [ ] r J 
b. Cost to the patient 1 ] ] ( 

c. Packaging [ [ 1 [ ] [ ] 

d. Promotion 

e. Others specify 



7. What aspects of packaging are important 

1 2 3 4 
Totally unimportant Fairly important 

unlmportan Important 
a. Attractiveness I 1 [ ] [ ] 

b. Protecting potency r [ ] [ l 

c. Cost of packaging [ r [ ] [ ] 

d. Technology [ ] [ ~ ] [ ] [ ] 

e. Others (Please specify) ......................... ... ....... ... ...... ..... ..... .. ... ..... . 

8. What are the major considerations in terms of product quality (Please list)? 

··· ·············· ··········· ········· ································· ····· ··· ···· ·············· ··· ················ ·· ···· · 

·········· ·· ·········· ······································ ················ ········· ·················· ····· ·········· ···· 

9. Do you adhere to WHO GMP regulations? 

······································ ·· ····· ·············· ········ 

10. Does your organisation develop new products or undertake majdr 
improvements on existing ones? Yes[ ] No[ ] 

If yes, what prompts you to do 
his? ... .. ...................... .... ....... ...... ........ : ..... ..... ............. ...... ................... ........... .. 

......•.................•.•...•.•...................•..................................... . ........ ! ......... . ......•.•....... 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ° 0 0 0 ° 0 ° •• e e 0. 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0 0 0 o•. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0. o• 0 0. 0. 0 0 o•. 0 o 0. 0. 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o. •• 0 0 0 o 0 0 • 0 • 0 o 0 •. e .. 0 0 o 0 0 o 

l 

5 
very 

important 
[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 



SECTION II B 
·' , . 

PRICE 

11. In setting your pr oduct prlc how Important are the following? 

1 2 3 4 5 
Totally unimportant Fairly important very 

unimportant '· Important importan1 ~ 
a. Determining pricing [ ] r ] [ ] r ] [ 1 objectives 

b. Demand for your [ r J [ ] r 1 products 

c. Competitor's prices [ ] [ J r ] ] 1 
d. Profit margins [ ] [ ] ] r ] [ 1 
e. Production cost [ l [ ] [ ] [ ] ] 

f. Use of regional prices [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] r 
f. Price discrimination [ ] [ ] [ 1 ] 

h. Quality perception ] ] [ ] [ 1 

i. Others (Please specify) ........................... ................................... .. 

.. .. . . . .................. . ....... . ...................... . .... 1. . 



12. Do you agree that the prices have some perception of the quality in 
customers mind? 

······ ······································· ····················· ····· ··············· ····· ··································· 

···· ········· ···· ·· ····· ··· ··············································· ······ ··· ········· ·································· 

13. Please tick the terms of sales in use in your organization 

a. Strictly cash 

b. Credit (conditional) 

c. Credit (unconditional) 

l ] 

[ ] 

l ] 

d. Others (please specify) ........... ........... .. ..... .... ............................... . 
' 

14. On an average, how would you rank your prices in comparison to competition 

a. Similar 

b. Higher 

c. Lower 

15 Do you offer discoun s 

v s r 0[ 

[ ] 

[ ] 

( 

If yes, on wha 
. ") 51 .................................................................................................................. . 

' .• 



SECTION II C 

PLACE Distribution 

16. Do you make deliver! s of your products or use distribution channels? 

········· ·· ·········· ··································································· ··· ······················· 

17. Do you use different distribution channels fqr different products? 

··· ······· ·················· ········ ·· ···· ·· ··· ···· ··· ······ ··········································· 

18. How many delivery vans do you have for the distribution of your Products? 

·········· ··· ················· ······ ··········· ················· ········· ···· ··············· ············ ······· ········· 

19. In determining your distribution channel, how important are the following 
factors? 

1 2 4 
Totally unimportant 

3 
Fairly 

Important 
[ ] 

important 

a. Accessibility of 
Location 

b. Proper market 
coverage 

c. Geographical market 
dispersion 

d. Following a formal 
procedure in 
electing a channel 

rn mb r 
0 11 r pi a ify 

unimportant 
[ ] ] 

{ I 1 ] 

l 

' ~ '. 

5 
very 

importanl 
[ l 

1 



20. How many employees are working in marketing department? 

······························································································· 

21. Your field force cov rs ntlr country or specific regions? Please specify 
regions 

························································································· ·· ················ ······· ··· ·· ······ · 

······· ··· ················ ·· ·································· ··· ····· ···· ····· ··· ····· ··· ··· ··· ··························· ··· 

············ ···· ························ ···················· ·· ··········· ·· ···· ······ ··············· ········ ····· ·· ·········· · 

7 



SEffiON II D 

PROMOTION 
22. How important are the following factors to moke the sales call effective? 

1 2 3 4 
Totally unimportant Fairly important 

unimportant Important 
a. Product knowledge r I [ ] ] 

of the medical 
representatives 

b. Personal selling skills J [i ] ] 

c. Regularity of visits to [ 
the customers 

] [ ] 

d. Knowledge about [ [ 
the customers 

l [ ] [ ] 

23. What methods of promoting your products are the most important? 

a. Detailing of 
product to Doctors 

b. Repeat visits to 
doctor to remind 
the products 

c. Sponsorships to 
do ors 

d. Exhibition of your 
rod IC 

Round tabl 
conf r ncP 

in n iv o 

1 2 3 4 
Totally unimportant Fairly , important 

unimportant Important . 
[ J [ ] [ ] [ J 

[ J [ ] 

[ ] [ ] [ [ l 

[ l [ 1 r 1 r 1 

f I r 1 

5 
very 

important 
[ l 

[ 

[ ] 

r ] 

5 
very 

important 
[ ] 

r 1 

r 1 



Others (please specify) ...................................................................................... . 

24. How important are the following m dias for promoting your products? 
2 3 4 

1 olally unimportant Fairly important 
unimportant Important 

a. Personal Selling I ] [ [ ] [ ] 

b. Advertising [ [ r ] [ ] 

c. Sales promotion l r ~ 1 I ] [ ] 

d. Direct Marketing [ [ ] f ] r 1 
e. Public relations & [ ] [ 1 r ] r ] 

publicity 

Others (Please specify) 

······ ··· ····································· ···· ·· ···· ··· ···························· 

······················································································· 

25. How often does your organisation use the following media for advertising or 
promoting your products? 

a. Radio 

b. Television 

c. N wspapers 

d. a a1in 

r. Ill ct 

1 
Never 

2 3 

7 

1 

], 

4 

1 

5 
very 

important 
[ ] 

1 

[ 1 

1 

5 
Very often 



g. Posters 1 

h. Telemarketing 

I. Websltes 

Others (please specify) 

······ ························································ 
~ 

] 

1 

] 

. 
26. How often does your organisation sponsor the following? 

1 2 
Never 

a. Games/ sports [ ] [ ] 

b. Seminars/conferences [ ] ] 

c. Radio programmes [ ] [ ] 

d. T.V programmes [ ] [ ] 

e. Take part in Exhibitions [ ] [ ] 

27. Does your Organisation conduct marketing research? 

[ ] 

r 
l ] 

3 

[ ] . 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ J 

[ 1 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

4 

[ ] 

] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

············································· ······················· ·· ················································· ···· ··· 

.................................................................................................. .............................. 

28. Do you conduct customer survey? 

1 y s l 0 

[ 1 

[ 1 

[ 1 

5 
Very often 

l 

[ I 

[ 



29. How often do you conduct customer surveys to find out what the market 
expects from your organization? 

(i) Once or more times a y ar [ 

(ii) Every 2-5 years 

(iii) Every 6-10 years [ 

(iv) More than 11 years 

(v) Never [ 

30. Who are your most important customers by way of sales volume? Please 
rank so that 1 is the most important and 7 is lest important. 

( )Doctors ( )Pharmacies 
( )Ministry Of Health ( )NGOs 

31. Do you have marketing plans? 

Yes [ No [ ] 

( )Hospitals ( )Industrial clinics 
( )Exports 

32. How often are marketing plans prepared in your organizution ? 

(i) One or more times in a year [ ] 

(ii) Every 2 to 5 years ] 

(iii)Every 6-10 years 

33. To what extend does the organization develop different mtJrke ing plans for 
the following 

a. Diff r n gra hi al 

No at all 
1 

r 1 

Qui e w II 
2 3 

r 1 I 1 



c. Different customers 

Others (Please specify) 

[ 1 r 1 

················· ··· ···· ······ ················································ 

[ ] [ ] 



SECTION III 

1. (I) Do you do any environmental scanning ? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

(ii) If yes, how do you do It 7 
·································································································· ···· ······· ······· ·········· ···································································································· ······· ··· ··· ·········· ··· 

(iii) If no, Why? 
···················································································· ··········· ····· ········· ···· ····· ····· ·· · 
··································· ··························································································· 

2. Briefly state how you undertake your planning activities? 

(Rank them In order of Importance) 

............. .... ........ . ................... . ........... ! ................................................................... . 

' 
········································ ······················································································ 

3. Who are your major competitors? rank them as 1 being the highest and 3 the least 

a) Manufacturers [ 

b) Importers of finished generic products 1 

c) Multinationals [ 

4 . (I) Do you coli ct informa ion on your com titors? 



(ii)If Yes, how do you do it? 

········ ··· ·············· ································ ··· ············ ························· ····························· 
······························································································································ 
·············································· ····· ······ ···· ································································· 

(iii)When did you start doing this? 

' ···································································.r····.·············· · .................. ........... , .. 
' ························································································································· 

, 
s. What activities have you been undertaking to remain competitive? 

········· ········ ··· ····································· ········· ························ ··· ·············· ······· ··········· 

6. How do you see the recent mergers and acquisitions · shall effect the local 
Industry? Please explain why 

Why 
a) Adversely 

b) Favourably 

c) No effect 

' 
7. In the perspective of the wider macro environment, what other factors that 

have infiuenced the marketing of your products? 

(Rank hem in ord r of significance) 

.............................................................................................. .................................. 

................................................................................................................................ 



8. (I) Within the last few years, what have been the major challenges to your business? 

···················· ········· ·· ··· ··· ····· ········· ················ ··· ····· ········· ············ ··· ··· ··· ·· ·· ··· ··· ······ ·· ··· • .. .•••••••..•••••••.••• • •••••••••• •••• • •• • • • • • ••••••• • ••••• •••.• •• •• ••• •• •• •• • ••••.•• , .• j ,, , •••• •••••••• ••• .••••••••••••••• •• 

·························································· ····· ········· ·· ·· ·············· ····· ··· ········ ·· ······ ·:· ··· ······ 
(ii) How hav you responded to each challenge? 

......... ...................................... .. ....... .............. ( ................................ ( ..................... . 

9. What would you say has been your general way of cond• 1ction your business in the recent past? (Point out any major changes that have taken place in the phase of current liberalization of the industry) ................................................... . 

10. Has there been any recent change~ in the following 

(i) Your Technology .................... ..................................................... .............. . 

(ii) Manpower composition .. ...... ... ......................... .. · ...... ........ ~ .... ... .... ............. . . 

11. How the changes in the environment have influenced your practice of marketing with reference to, 

a) Your products ... .. ....... ... .. ...... .......... .. ... ............. ...... .. ............ ....... ... ...... ...... . .. 
········· ·········· ·· ··· ····· ··· ···· ······ ······ ············· ·· ·· ······· ········ ····· ·· ···· ··········· ··· ···· ··· ··· ··· 

b) Your prices .......................................................... .. ...... ............................... .. ................................................................................................. .. .. .... ............. . 
c) Distribu ion of your produc s ..................................................................... . 

····················································································································· 
) Prorno ion of your pr uct ....................................................................... . .. . . . . .. . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. ... . . ... . .. .. .. . . . .. ... . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . ... . . .. . . 
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